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The c o n ~ t ~ c t i o n  in dust^^ is o w  ofthe largest industries woddwide. Reconstruction of oceupicd 
buildings constitutes a significantly large portion ofcbnstruction spendihg. Therefore, any research 
done in the area ofreconstnrction of occupied buildings is of high practical value. 
Projects dealing with remnstruction of ocarpkl buildings h e  a unique character which di&n &om 
that o f n e w c o ~ o n  projsaJ. R#x,mtmd011 projects am becoming increasingly more important 
as building ownas as wdl as mdmpoliPn cities f h e  ~ ~ ~ n o r n i c ,  environmental and space constraints 
for new construction projects. 
The primuy objective of this study is to investigate the use of conventional control techniques in 
reconstruction projects in occupied buildings and conduct a comparison between the project 
pdonnance of recon~e~ction pojjects a d  the project pedormance of new con~rmction projects. 
To gather observational data, three diffaent approakhfs were utilized in this research: A 
compehaLPive k r a t m  review, intaviews with amnl construction practitioners, and a participant- 
obsavcr approach was uoilized 
This study meadmi a d  rediscovered the most commonly used project control techniques. Three 
cpmtifUe paiorm~a &tots were utilized to conduct a comparison between reconstruction a d  - 
new consauction projects. The outcome was that, new construction projects outpdonn 
reconstrudion proiecrr. This study identified some ofthe probIems and k t o r s  affecting the control 
of recon~t~ct ion  projects. 
It is recommended that mher  research be undertaken to examine and investigate success &tors 
and otha control tsetraiqr#s which may contri'butc to enhmcing the performance of reconstruction 
projects. 
It is also recommended that these won and techniques be used to dcvdop 8 modd for a non- 
traditiod project control system to control rrconstNction projects in occupied buildings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mmgcnmt ofa constmdon project is one ofthe most chaUen&g management assignments in an 
enterprise. The objective is, of course, to finish the project within budget and on schedule while 
maintaining the quality require men^ of the spec&atioions. Meeting this challcngt is not acheived 
without an adequate planning and control system. 
1 .l WHAT IS PROJECT CONTROL AND WHY IT EXlSTS ? 
The definition of control is " to check or verifjr, and hence to regulate" [Shorter Word English 
Dictionary]. It is also de6ned as  " making situations behave according to certain desired performance 
criteriam [Bar, 19961. Constmction project control is mote than just procedures. It is a process that 
generates a building or a facility at the lowest reasonable cost within a reasonable time fhme. 
Economic pressures and the lack of clear leadership within any construction organization make 
project conad asanirl to construction projects. Mation has tuMd potentially s u d  projects 
into near disasters. Overruns of thne and budget have destroyed many projects and damaged the 
reputation of the design profaionrls who prepared thc plans. Modan clients expect construction 
professionals to employ a variety of control methods to combat rising construction costs and 
minimize project time. 
1.2 PROJEm CONTROL SYSTEMS AS TEE APPLICATION OF CONTROL 
TECHNIQUES 
Project control L not a spec& set of that can be applied in the same manner to each and 
every project A pmject control system is not the development of something entirely new. It is more 
the bringing together of mrny proven project control techniques. Furthermore, because the exact 
combiition of control techniques varies signiscantly to meet the unique needs of each project, no 
single detailed control system is appropriate for every construction environment. Therefore, evay 
owner, a d  engber should become aware of all project control techr;iquer in order to be 
able to employ the most appropxiate technique to his or her project. 
1.3 PROJECT CONTROL OPERATIONS WlTEUN A FIRM 
Project control operations should be placed organizationally close to the construction management 
fiurctions. By no means should it be an element under accounting. However, accounting i n f o d o n  
should k made wailable to project control staff Project control staEuti l i i  accounting information 
to w o r m  their cost control hctions. The presence of a computer system would be considered a 
great asset that supports project control. This system should be operationally independent of other 
systems such as aaounting and payroll because it needs to be adable at all times. 
In construction projects, where smrrl acthities or disciplhKs are to be integrated and there is a need 
to coordinate the coopemtion of various fimctional departments within the project organization, an 
appropriate project control system should act as the information centre to all parties .This system 
monitors and reports on every firnction PQfonned by every party within the project organization. 
Being the project idonnation centre, different persons d a t e d  with the project may have access 
to the controf system to obtain data related to their duties within the pmjcct organization. 
1.4 PROJECT CONTROL AND RECONSTRCUTION OF OCCUPIED BUILDINGS 
nK oonstnrction industry is &anmaid by its size, divaPity a d  complexity. It is also characterized 
by its di&rcnt work cnvironmeats and d k i p b s .  Unlike otha industries which tend to have a single 
fears, the constnrction industry is made up of a Runber of separate work environments. Each of these 
environments tads to have its own characteristics while at the same time forming an integral part of 
the construction industry. 
An c&Etive control systan m*lt take into consideration the unique characteristics and disciplines of 
each environment in order to ensure efFective interaction and communication within the project 
environment It is d to review the primyr environment ofthe project and to examine how data 
and idonnation transfii between the parties. Effective control of data and information is 
essential in order to examine performance trends, iduenct outcome and mod@ adverse trends in - 
performance. 
This thesis focuses on the basic mvironment of reconstruction projects in occupied buildings. The 
main objective is to determine if conventional control techniques are adequate for reconstruction 
projects of occupied buildings. A comparison is conducted between the project performance of 
reconstruction projects and that of new construction under the utilization of conventional control 
techniques. 
This work utilizes three d i f f i t  control hctions to measure and compare the outcome of both 
types of projects. These control firnctions are cost, schedule and quality. These fbnctions were 
selected as the basis for the investiption and comparison because they were r-ned as the most 
significant by the three main parties involved in any construction project: the owner, engineer and 
contractor. 
1.4.1 Why Rtcomtrrrction of Occupkd Buildin@ ? 
The construction industry is one of the largest industries worldwide. Rcconsbuction of occupied 
buildings conrtiMa a si@fkady large portion ofconsmaion spending- Therefore, research done 
in the area of reconstruction of occupied buildiigs is of high practical value. 
In spite of the increasing importance of rcconstnrction projects, surprisingly little is found in the 
literature conccming these types of projects. Thereby creating the need to study the social and 
economic impacts of these projects and also measure and control their outcome and performance. 
Projects dealing with mconstnrction of occupied buildings have a unique character which di&n fkom 
that ofnew canstnrction projectzr. Reconstruction projects are becoming increasingiy more important 
as budding owmn as well as metropolitan cities such as Toronto, New Yo& and Los Angela f k e  
economic constraints. Environmental and demographical constraints are two mow & t o n  which 
make the need for reconstruction of occupjed buildings more appealing. 
Fig. 1.1 shows the spending on new construction vs. reconstruction since 1970 in one of the most 
congested municipalities in North America 
The change in population in metropolitan areas is a crucial h o t  which impacts the need for 
reconsbuction in occupied buildings. The population in metropolitan areas increased dramatically in 
the last few decades due to a variety of reasons. OM reason is outside immigration. Metropolitan 
Toronto -is a good example of outside immigration, whereas Metropolitan.New York is a good 
exampk of inside h d g m t h  S i  that metropolitan .rru d a  fkom lack of space to build new 
buildings, thy tad to upgrade existing buildings in order to accommodate the increased savice 

requirements of the increased population. Tncreased enrollment in schools and universities is an 
example of this demogtaphical -or. This -or imposes a need to increase the capacities of the 
schools or universities through expanding or replacing the existing buildings. Hospitals and 
government offices that arc render@ Services to the public ha the same challenge. 
The hrrarrd public .wueacss ofenvironmental hazards and the proposed regulations to overcome 
such hazards impose another constnint on building ownas and local and central governments to 
comply with thge regulations . This increases the need for more remnstnrction projects. 
Asbestos removal is a good example in thew types of projects. Since asbestos is designated as a 
hazardous material, building ownas and public organhtions are sponsoring program to remove 
- 
materials containing asbestos from their fiacilities. Unfortunately, asbestos is present in floor tiles, 
ceiling tiles and pipe insulations which &a b removal and the subsequent replacemat ofthe 
building components a compkx and awkanrd task. This is due mainly because appropriate safety 
qgukions have to k undataken and the u&q hc*ty has to be kept operational during this type 
of rccotrstnrction. 
Social fkctors also contribute to the incteasing need for reconstruction of occupied buildings. One 
example is Bmier Free Programs where building owners and public organhations adopt plans to 
upgrade their bddhgs to seam acce~  to persons with disabilities. This may include removing stairs, 
constructing ramps, building elevator sh& and modifying existing washorns. Such construction 
projects involve a large aamunt ofuncat.inty and complexity. 
Given the high prc ofchange m scktce a d  technology, it is c r u d  to remain competitive in today's 
matket place in order to meet the public expectatiotw of the level of services provided by public 
organizations. These organhations have to design p r o m  to continuously improve and upgrade 
thdr fkcilities. This may include interior renovations of a computer f.cilty or a blood testing lab to 
accommodate more advamd apipments. Another example could be retrofitting the mechanical and 
electrical systems for energy consewation purposes. 
1.4.2 Definitions 
Reconstruction projects can be defined as the modification, conversion or phased complete 
replacement of m existing fkdity- Modification may involve expansions, additions, interior 
renovaion or upgmding the &ncDiond perhnnance of the Wty. Conversion includes changing the 
type of the tifilitv to @rm a diffkrent fhction or provide a difEent service. Phased replacement 
is a complete replacement. However, because the building is occupied and the owmn can not shut 
down the buildiig during construction, both demolition ofthe adsting hcility and the co~rmction 
of the new fkility have to p r d  in phases. 
In the last fcw yeus, building owners have invested large amounts of money in reconstructing 
adsting buildings while w i g  them operational. These reconstruction projects fluctuate from a few 
thousand to sMnl million d o h .  On Jdy 12th, 1996, Princess Mugaret declared the new Princess 
UsrIpret HoapaJ opn. The new hospital included conversion, expansion and upgrading an existing 
building at a colt of 95 mibn dollars. North York Board of Education will completely replace M 
Haig S.S. in a phrcd replacement procedure at a cost of34 million doMars. Metro Toronto School 
BoardIaudmlanHVACandlighthgreboiitprojadin 3 5 0 ~ a s a p a r t o f i t s d v e e n e r g y  
consewation program a a cost of about 95 million dollars. Other orpiations have programs for 
barrier &c access and interior renovations programs that add up to millions of doUars. These 
millions of dollars worth of investments require fiutha research to study the performance of these 
reconstnrction projects and assess their outcome- The assessment of the outcome will assist 
in improving the performance of fUaue projeas. 
Table 1.1 shows the percentage of average spending on various rcwnstnrction &tics in recent 
years within one of the intenrimwed organizations in one of the most congested cities in North 
America. Considering the retiab'i and accuracy of the data, it can be used as an indicator of the 
spending patterns in other organizations. 
Table 1.1 
Tabk 1.1 shows that expansions a d  rcpLamans arc the most fiudal ~b~~nstnrction activities which 
absorb 38.58 % of the available h d s  for reconstruction. Upgrading the functional performance of 
existing facilties absorbs 29.24 % of the available h d s .  This may include upgrading the building 
fabric such as tiy con3a~ction and performance of exterior walls or exterior windows. It may also 
include reroofing the entire M t y  to prevent leakage or heat losses. Making the f.dlity accessible 












Almost one quarter of reamstmction rundig goes to retrofitting activities. When owners can not 
p&Wd the h@ cost ohplacing the beility, they retrofit the deteriorating mechanical and electrical 
systems. This may include boiiers and chillers replacements or retrofitting for energy conservation 
purpo=- 
7.72 % goes to hrtaior renovation tq accommodate new programs or to change the use of the space. 
ACTIVITY 
Expansions and phased replacements 
Upgrading the functional performance of the fircility 
Retrofit 
Interior Renovation 
1.5 RESEARCH PROCESS 
This mearch studied the motit common principles of project control techniques and the conventional 
methoddogies of project management. Three approaches were utilized to conduct this exploratory 
otudy: a oomprehcnsive heratme review, hfbrmal intaviews with several construction practitioners; 
and field observation, 
As mentioned &a in this work, very little useable information was found during the literature 
search concerning reconstruction projects Most orgmkations that arc involved in reconstruction 
projects ofoccupied buildings lPve denlopi dvir own managanent tools which they have modified 
through their arpaicrra. Thacfbre, a statistical swy approach was adopted to gather and obtain 
information about these types of projects. As a step in the direction of obtaining idomation that 
leads to the understanding of thcse projects, this sumy is concerned with the evaluation of the - 
pediormtncc of ~#~)ns&uction pmjects in occupied buildin@ and rneasu~g their outcome. In order 
to have more u d  and meaningful results, new construction projects were also suneyed in order 
that a comparison be conducted between project pafocmance in reconstruction and project 
performance in new construction environments. 
The survey was also aimed at exploring and examhing the use of conventional control techniques 
in both construction environments. The survey was conducted in the form of a questionnaire and 
structured interviews with a number of construction professionals to discuss the questionnaire. 
1.5.1 Questionnaire Development 
A comptebewive research of the principles of project controls was conducted in order to dei~elop 
the questionnaire, whose foau was to investigate the use of conventional control techniques and 
measure the Performance of both rewnstnrction and grassroots projects. 
Test interviews wae coaductcd to examine thc validity of the questions and also to observe the flow 
of qucstions- Input from the test interviews was used to revise the questionnaire. The revised 
questionnaire redted in a set of practical, u d  and objective questions. The questionnaire utilired 
three c o d  firnctions as the basis for measauing project performance. These three M o m  were 
cost, schedule and quality. The questioas were structured in such a way as to avoid any subjective 
amams as much as possible. The questions were f h h r  structured to obtain quantifiable data that 
could be used to mewre the cost, scbedde ud quality paionnances. These quantified measures 
were then used to compare the pafomce ofseveral projects. 
1.5.2 Questionnaire Layout 
Appendix one inchrda a copy ofthe questionnaire. W questions were of the ford-response variety, 
Yes or No, in order to reduce the intedew time and encourage more people to participate. Space 
was also provided, so that any additional data could be obtained in a fia format. The questionnaire 
focused on the perfionnance of three &in control hwtions: wst, schedule and quality. These 
functions are considacd by most coasb~ction proksionals the main indicators ofthe overall project 
pedonnance. 
Part I: Ormnizrtion and Proiect Information 
The seven sections in this part were aimed at soliciting gawnl idionnation about the surveyed project 
and identifying its nature. Infomation such as type of organitation, location, position of the 
in tdewee  within the orguidon, and the building type were required. The type of project and the 
project format were also required. 
Part 2: Cost Coo- 
In this part, b r  sections wae inchukd to goha meazarrable data to arable the researcher to quantify 
the cost pcrfbrmance ofthe pa@ and d o  identiQ the cost control techniques that are used for the 
project. The puposc of sections one, two and three was to obtain information related to the original 
contract value, cost control planning tods and other todr used to measure, control and analyze cost 
progress. Section hart on the othcr had, included questions designed to measure and analyze the 
outcome of the project such as contract value at completion, number of change orders and uulysis 
of reasons for changes. 
Part 3: Scbeduk control 
The same layout which was used in part two was dm used in part three. Part three included four 
sections designed to masure lad analyze the shedule pafonnance of the project. The first thee 
sections have solicited data regardgig the planned duration of the project, schedule planning 
techniques and other techniques used to masure, oontrd and andyze the schedule progress. Section 
four was more concerned with the outcome of the schedule performance 
Part 4: Oualitv Conbd 
The definition of the term quality varies among construction profersionals. Also, t i r e n t  
organizations have di&rent perspectives as to what quality is. Thacfore, in order to place bounds 
around this mearch, quality control for the purpose of th* questionnaire was defined u inspecting 
and testing materials and workmanship for compliance with the contract specifications and the 
applicable coda. SevaJ rand table discussions took place with Merent construction practitioners 
to anbe at a set ofcplurtifiible measures for quality. Section four includes seven questions designed 
to ahPlst the personal fMngs ofthe inaviewas and provide an objective evaluation of the quality 
perlomancc of the project. 
Part 5: Contrd Functionr Weinhtine Factor 
Currently, them is no agreement within the construction industry as to the significance of cost, 
schedule or quality to the overall project pafomance. Also, different parties within a particular 
project have the same cbpmmts. This part is an attempt to explore and investigate the views of 
the construction practitioners in order to enable tinurr researchers to assign weighting fhEton to 
those control h c t i o n s  
Part 6: Other Control Functions 
Thisscctionwssinchrdedtogivethe' urtaviewce the opportunity to express in a the fonnat his / her 
views rcgrrQle other control fhctions that thy believe could contniute to the pedormance of my 
construction project, and particulary those which are sensitive to reconstruction of occupied 
1.5.3 The Survcy Data CoUectioa Roc- 
Initially, the plan was to cdka the data using the telephone and fkcsimile as the cornmunkations 
- 
tools. 
The advantage of using this p r o a d w  was to encourage the project participants to complete the 
questionnaire at their own convenience. The data received through this method, however, was 
indiicient ud there were some obvious misunderstding of some questions. Thedore, interviews 
were conducted on a one to one basis with the project manager or the project administrator of the 
organization- In these interviews, the questions were utilized as a vehicle to direct the interviewees 
towards di&rmt aspects of construction. In some interviews, more than one project was discussed 
and examined. However, a separate questionnaire was completed for each individual project 
The ncd fbr d d a j h k y  ofcertain bn provided fbr this research was recognized. The participim 
companies and individuals were assured this confidentiality by means of a letter directed to them 
(copy of the letter is indudeti in Appendix 2). This procedure assisted the rewwcher in obtaining 
reliable project data without compromising the confidentiality of proprietary data The k n s  also 
became comfortable entrusting this data to the researcher. 
PROJECT CONTROL FUNCTIONS AND THE PROJECI' ORGANIZATION 
B&rc investigating and aplorins the available principles of the project control techniques used in 
the comtmction industry, it is important to dmlop m undast.ndiag and appreciation of other 
-01s rhrt interact with the wious control bctions in forming an overall project control system 
Figm 2-1 shows the three rnah control Wens: cost, time and quality in addition to other related 
factors within the project organbadon. 
Fig. 2.1 shows how the project format, project parties, and project life cycle are dl W o n  that 
affect the project control hnctions d determine to some extent which project control technique 
should be wed to control certain hnctions. These fhctors are explained below. 
2.1 CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
The three main control M o m  as v i w d  in this thesis arc cost, schedule and quality- The main 
objective of most const~ction protdonals under reasonably n o d  circumstances is to finish the 
project on time, within budget and to the expected quality parameters. 
These three control kctiom are highly related. The Mure ofone control fbnction will evenbully 
lead to the hihne of other control fimctions. Also, an attempt by the construction team to achieve 
excellent @ormame in one tunaon may lead to the Mure of other hnctions. For example, an 
owner who attempts to minimize the cost of a M t y  may compromise on the quality of the W 
Fi 2.1 Project Contrd Functions and the 
Raja Organization 
product which may lead to rework which may consequcnrtly I d  to extra cost- 
art Control: The c o n a d  of cost is essential to all parties involved in a construction project. 
Ownaq and a d b c t s  have a mutual interest in controlling cost. However, a contractor 
organization would n o d y  cany out the cost control W o n  in a more detailed level than an 
owner or an architect oqpization. The contracting relationship between the owner and the 
contractor also impacts the level and type of cost control. Difkent contract strategies are explored 
later in this chapter. Howewr, for the puposc of this thesis, the foau is on a lump sum contract. 
Also, the depth and intensity of cos& controt varies signihcantly at the various stages of the project 
life cycle. The concept of project lifi cycle is discwsed later in this chapter- 
Controlling the cost should be done in a reasonable m y  since it may a f f b  other control 
fhctions.The concept of cost control and several cost control techniques are investigated in chapter - 
three of this study. 
Schedule Control : The time required to complete a construction project is usually of major 
si@cance to all parties imrohed. Similar to cost c o d  techniques, schedule control techniques 
are impacted by the various atages of the pmject li& cyde and the contract format. It should be noted 
that squeezing the project schedule more than its reaimable limits in order to meet unrealistic 
deadlines may have a negative impact on quality and cost. Also, stretching the schedule beyond a 
reasonable time w e  may have the same negative impact on cost and quality. Schedule control is 
studied in greater details in chapter fku. 
Oualitv Coot- In this work, quality control is considered to be the process of testing and 
inspdng motairl and wdanadip  h compliance with the specifications and the applicable codes. 
This procar is also impacted by the type of organidon, contract format and the project life cycle. 
In this thch, quality control ir M c d  in a lump sum contract environment and within the execution 
and finish s t y l a  of the project life cyde. Also, quality control is highly related to both cost and 
schedule Gncti01u. FuRhsmac, qurlity mry be corrridacd as a podua of cod and schedule control. 
QuaIity control is discussed in more detail in chapter h e G  
Any construction project can be implemented under many contrachg forms. Evay contract form 
creates d@mt conarcnul relationships, obligations md reporting responsibilities which i&ct the 
project control fbctions and, consequently, affect the control techniques that are used to control 
these ftnctions. 
It is poasiile to broadly categorize the contracting firmats into three generic formats. The thra 
formats which are most widely used in the North American construction industry are (1) the lump 
sum (stipllated price) contract, (2) the writ price contract and (3) the reimbursable cost (cost plus) 
contract @McKim, 19901. 
These c o w  ~~ can be implancntcd m many hrms such as a single contract focm, multiple 
contract fomr or turnkey h n  The Mowing is a brief discussion of these main contracting formats. 
For the remainder of this thesis, however, the investigation focuses on the lump sum type contract 
between the owner and a single contractor. 
2.2.1 Lump Sum Contrict 
Sin* Contractor : Under this form, the owner and one general contractor enter into a contract 
with a stipulated fixed price. Tbt contractor hu full mponsib'iity of all construction work The 
general contractor w d y  has the right to use any c o m b i o n  of his own forces and 
subc~ntmcting, rlthoua thc o- may -e the right to approve .II rubcintractors and major 
vendors. Under this type of contract, both the owner and the contractor establish and operate a 
project control grslem that c o ~ n d s  to their needs. DifEcfcnt control techniques are investigated 
and presented in the following chapters. 
Mult i~k  CoablCb; This format is normally used in larger projects The project is divided into 
major components a d  separate contracts are a d e d  for each component such as site work, 
concrete, .... etc. UsuaUy, the owner establishes tht overall pmject control system and requires the 
conmctom to prwidc certain h h d o n  in spscified fhmts that enable the owner to combine these 
pieces of information and produa general reports. 
T u r n k q  Ia this format, the owner gives the ovcraU project fbctions, including engineering 
pmc~raned mi wnstnrction to onc firm. The selected may handle all rundons using its own 
Mar may subcamur portions to other s p h b d  timu. Usually, the turnkey h n  establishes and 
maintains a project control system that integrates dl advities. It is not the intent of this work, 
however, to imrestigate in details the control techniques that an k used for this contracting form. 
. 2.2.2 Unit price Contract 
Under this type of contract each unit of work hr a specijic price and the total price is arrived at by 
multiplying the number of difFerent units by the respective unit prices. The owner should define the 
methods of field measurements bebore awarding the contract. This type ofcontract format can be 
pdonned in different fomu such as single or multiple contracts. 
2.2.3 Cost Plus 
Under this type of contract the owner wets to pay to the contractor his unul direct costs of doing 
the work plus a stipulated petcentage for overhead and profit. This is in many ways the mast 
favourable type of contract for a contractor since, although he cannot make any exorbitant profits, 
he is at least assured of not incurring a loss [Goldsmith, 19883. This type of contract can also be 
performed in dtha single or multiple contract fomu. 
Since there is a wide variety of contracting strategies that can k implemented in the construction 
industry, awering rll contmchg fkm, is beyond the scope of this h i s .  In this thesis, the emphasis 
is on the lump sum type contract with a singJe contractor. 
2.3 PROJECI' PARTIES 
AU parties involved in any conrtruction project (owner, contractor and engineer) are interested in 
developing a project control system- In establishing a project control systcm, every organization 
should account for cauin interests dcpadig on the type of  the organization. 
Pi 2.2 shows thc basic construction format. The owner errten into two separate contracts with an 
engineer and a contractor. Thcsc contracting parties in turn enter into a contract with their 







The owner is the pason or entity identified as such in the agreement- The term owncr means the 
owner or the owndr authorized agent or representrtive u designated to the contractor in writing, 
but does not indudc the cunsuhant [CCDC2,1994]. The owner CiaMcer the project and inherent the 
property &a completion. From m owner perspective, he or she must have assurance that the 
project will be delivered on time, on budget and with the desired qurlity and is suitable for the 
intended use. 
The levd of involvement in a construction project and the level of control acrcised by the owner 
depend on s e v d  hctors. The skill ofthe owner is one major fbctor. In a knowledgable owner 
organization, where construction profaional sta€F are available, the owner will e~ercist more 
detailed control than a non-knowledgable owner. In this wotk, only knowledgable owners are . 
considered. The contradng strategy is also another -or that determines the levd of control 
assumed by the owner. In a cost plus contract, the owner controls and v d e s  all the contractors 
expenditures. Also, in a unit price contfact, the owner shodd review and measure d quantities of 
work performed. In a lump sum contract, which is considend in this wo* the owner controls the 
general progress of work 
The owner may require to know wht he is paying for in each progress payment. Therefore, the 
project control system must be designed in such a way as to provide the owner with the baseline 
schedule and regular updug of rawl sclydule pafonnance. Also, an agreed upon method must be 
established for work maMnment purposes so that no conflict arises during the processing of 
progress payments. In most contmcts, owners establish scheduling guidelines which include 
mobilidon date, completion date rad key milestone dater to correspond with expected delivery 
dates. 
For income md sales tax purposes, owners may require a project cost data in a certain format. For 
example, most owna rspldn the Goodr ud Services Tax (G.S.T) to be identified separately on dl 
progress payments. 
The project life cyck is also a finor affecting the level of control exercised by the owner. This is 
discussed in details later in this chapter- 
2.3.2 Engineer 
The tmns qgbwer, consultant and architect arc used intachangeably- The consultant is the pmon 
or entity identified as such in the agreement. The collsuhant is the architect, engineer or entity 
licensed to practice in the province or territory of the place of work [CCDC2, 19941. The engineer 
designs a fircility for the owner that is suitable for the intended use and also cost etlticient. The 
engineer usually Jso assists the owner during the construction phase to deliver the project on time 
and on budget. 
In order for a project control system to be effective in an engineering organization, it must begin 
during the planning and budgeting of the work and continue during the conceptual and detailed 
engineering phases. If these phases are part of a contract where engineering, procutcment, and 
construction overlap, engineering project control should be integrated with procurement and 
construction pmject control. The project control system is also aScaed by the project lie cyde and 
the project format. 
2.3.3 Contractor 
The contactor is aammtable to both the owner and the engineer to construct the building according 
to the dmwinp and applicable codes. The contractor is also responsible to deliver the 
project on time and with the expected quality. 
Evay mmtmcbn firm is intaeacd in a highly detailed project control system, Such control system 
should include detailed schedute and tracking reports on daily bssis because the contractor controls 
all-d coordiartcs thcir activities. Also, a constnrction fh should keep all cost data 
in a histo&d data base m that this information can be uscd for the planning of- projects. The 
control qstan ertsblirhal by tbe contractor dump depends on the contmchd relationship between 
the contractor and the owner- 
2.4 PROJECT STAGES (Project Lilt Cyck) 
A construction occurs wer several stages during which a changing levd of effort is required 
to complete each stage. The most important milestone in a project We cycle is fund approval. This 
milestone is considaed to be a Go / NbGo decision for the entire project- Therefore, the project life 
cycle can be viewed as the pr t -hd  phase which consists of planning activities and the post-fund 
phase which consists of execution activities. For the corrstnrctor, the vital milestone is the tender 
award. This is when he / she becomes involved in the project. 
. Fil2.3 shows a "not to scale" diagram indicating the total efEoct that is required by all the project 
parties during the fbur dk#kt stages ofa project [ Wid- 1995 1. It should be noted that the level 
of effort exercised by each party in each stage of the project life is highly dependent on the 
contracting strategy- In this study, a single lump ann con- format is considered. Fig. 2.3, also, 
shows a diagramming indicating the ability to control the outcome of the project and how it relates 
to the di&rcnt stages of the project life. It is clear that this ability declines as the project approaches 
its completion- 
The following is a diission ofthe four main stages of the project life cycle. 
~onccivc= w is the beginning of the planning phase. hving th* stage, preliminmy drawings and 
block d*gnmr are produced in order to d d o p  a general concept. As the scope is better defined, 
budgets and @ m k y  rcbcQlcs are used to establish an economic study for the project. Although 
this stage requires minimal project control &OR it still has to k completed within prclestablished 
dcadlin#. In this stage, thc owner pmvidcs the a r c h k t  with inhnation such as fbndi~g limitations, 
design uitaia and the i n t d a l  use ofthe M t y .  The architect uses this information to devdop the 
propod =coacep 
Devdop: In this stage, the project is &rther developed with additional rngineaing and drawing 
work. Additional engineering and economic studies are carried out to dcwlop a better budget, 
schedule a d  arh Bow profile. h this stage, the firul budget approval is received and the level of 
effort builds up which requires extra project control effost In this stage, both the architect and the 
owner build work teams. These work teams work together to exchange information and make 
decisions that help in establishing a more detailed design and f ~ i i l i t y  study. 
Execute: In tbir stage, a considembk amount of effort is expended and the project reaches the 
highest levd of aqKndihrre- Most ofthe engineering, proavcmcat and construction are completed 
in this aagc. The phykal projcEt is produd to the scope, cost, time a d  quality requirementsts The 
scope is defined through the fiarl approved set of drawings, the wst is established through a 
tendering procas and the time and quality requirements are built into the specifications and c o n a r t  
documents. 
This stage rapires the most considerable amount of project control. An CXterWive control work for 
schedule and quality should be planned and implaaented. In this stage, the architect produces 
the final drawings and work with the owner to tender the project- The contractor also in this stage 
joins the pow team as a key playa. TIE contractor has the highest shue of project control and the 
owner and the architect also increase their control levels to be able to monitor the work progress. 
Finisb: In this stage, the project is completed. Turnover, commissioning and training are the final 
steps. Receipt of finel progress payment constitutes a completed project, not withstanding any hture 
wananty work. The owner, vchiM and contractot carry out their dhul inspectiom. The contractor 
submits the cummissioning reports, manuals and warranties. The architect produces the firul 
certification and the owner obmes  and participates in the process. The owner also reviews the 
documentation, then processes the final payment. In this stage a low level of control is exercised by 
all parties. 
Tabk 2.1 shows the levd o f d  acacisrd by the three main project parties in the di f faat  stages 
ofthe project li& cydc It should k noted that in this table, a IcnowIedgable owner and a single lump 
sum type contract are considered. 







It is important to uadastmd the lifr cyde concept ofa project because the level of the project control 
process must be compatible with the levd of effort at each stage. Since the execution stage requires 
the most considacrbk .mant of project control, this work investigates the di&rcnt techniques that 
can be employed during this stage of the project .We cycle. 
2.5 THE SCOPE OF THE THESIS 
Due to the wide diversity and great wmplcxity ofthe construction industry and in order to have 
meaningfid d t s  of this research, the investigator p l d  bounds to identify the mearch area 
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Also, a knowiedgabk owner who exemha a rawnable effbrt of project control is considered in this 
work. The of the project life cyde where all contracting parties increase their control 
efforts is also considered in this thesis. 
2.4 TEE CONTROL PROCESS 
Project control, like any other control system, must follow a basic logical sequence. Them must be 
(1) a plan, (2) a method fir meming pafotmance, (3) a test for deviation of pdormance &om the 
pian, and (4) a deckion a d  raceion pocar based on (3). Complete projest control is achieved when 
the pmject manager c o n ~ o l s  the three control ftnctions: cost, schedule and quality. Project control 
is comprised ofdetamhbg the standards for each function, mtuuring the p d o m c t ,  testing for 
deviations and reacting to deviatiom mdb, 1990 1. 
P i  2.4 shows the basic control process fa any control W o n  wckim, 19901. This control process 
can be rlcunkd as a rClCOiVC COIltfd poass, howeva, i t  can also be extended to include a proactive 
control proceaa by building fbmashg techniques into the process. The control process should be 
able to wwa the fbbuhg questions: What is the project outlook ? Is it improvh or not ? If not, 
what arc the major haom c o n t m ~  theproject plumed performance ? And finally what can be 
done as a corrective action to put the project back on tnck ? 
The following thee chapters arc the result of an exploratory study of the most common principtes 
of control techniques used in the construction industry to control the three main fimctions: cost, 
schedule and quality, through the dittffan stages ofthe control process. 
COST CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
Cost is a basic control fbnction which should be included in any project c o k o l  system. W& the 
increase in size and complexity of construction projects, construction managers are firced with the 
need to have greater understanding of all their projects ecommic aspects. This will d e  than to 
implement a ma degree ofcontn,I, not only over the day-tday con of work which thy manage, 
but also o v a  the wider aspects of their work in genenl. 
Fig 3.1 shows the cost control proass. The basic control process which is shown in Fig. 2.4 is 
utilized to develop this cost control process. The cost control proctss is divided into two phases: 
reactive control and proactive control. In the reactive control phase, the cost control system is 
pland, executed, meamred and the deviation determined if any. Also, a corrective action is usually 
taken ifthere is any deviation. In the proreive control phase, the project controller forecasts the cost 
performance. 
In this chapter, the various cost control techniques which an be used at the diercnt stages of the 
cost control process arc studied. Section 3.1 discusses the planning levels for cost control w h e r b  
d o n  3.2 dbames the di&rrm techniques that can be used to measure and control cost progress. 
Section 3.3 investigates cost pcdhmme wrlysis a d  finally section 3.4 discusses reporting and also 
acting on cost pdomunce which is ofgreater si@cance. 

3.1 LEVELS OF COST CONTROL PLANNING 
Cost control plrnnins should sM as arty as possible in the project life cycle. The ability to influence 
the 6nal costs of a pow d h h b b  as the project advances through a c h  suCCtSSive stage- Fig. 3.2 
shows this &tionship graphically fb the exawte and hi& stages of the project lire cycle- It appears 
hmthisgnphtbathepro&ttcamcan in&encct&toulcortmuchbcnainthefiruldesi~~e 
than in thc finrl hupeaion stage- This d o n  dircussa the d i i t  levels at which a baseline plan 
can be established- 
Fig. 3 2  Ability to Mumce P i  Cost of a Construction 
Project 
3.1.1 Budget Basdine and Budget AUocatiOns 
Roj&tbudsaiagisthc~colltoo~lt4chniquethrtis~tocontrdthew~of11lywnstnrction 
project. The budget baseline I d  of control is mostly used in an owner or architect / engineer 
organiation. It is so mcQnr used with the contractor organizations as a secondary control. The 
budget baseline is generated through the estjmating process. Planners within the owner and the 
architect organizations mud develop a cost estimate for the project whether or not the design 
doaunnts arc completeete As the project becomes better dehned, the estimates arc updated to reflect 
the new infbrnration In a 6xed price cantract, this gtimm is critical because it provides dl quantity, 
cost and productivity targets used for the budget baseline. 
The budget baseline lewl of control has several advantages. It provides analytical methods and 
procedures, and establisher a reference point to monitor and control project costs. It also sewer u 
. 
the basis for the owner in the provision of knds as well as the disbursement of progress payments. 
The budget baseline dm provides a b u d i m  CIom which forecasts and trends can be developed. It 
is important to mention hae that budgets are treated as flm'blc rather dun fixed plans, which can be 
adjusted when the appropriate conditions wunnt such action 
3.1.2 Work Packagts Costing 
A work package as defined in the Construction Industry Institute Publications, is a "well-defined 
swpe of work that t e e s  in a deliverable product or completion o€dce."[  November, 1988 
1. Each package may vary in size, but it must be a measurable md controllable unit of work to be 
pedonned. To complete a work package, one or more tasks am pdonned. Thus, a work package 
nuy encompass the work of more than one crew. 
Breaking tk budget brrdine into b u m  work prkaga is a good cost control planning technique 
be- it .Ilw mnstnrction p r o f ~ o d s  to have betta control of the project's components. The 
benefits of work packages are not limited to the projects under control only. Work packages also 
provide a structure that fbditatu a continuous planning cycle and controls Gture projects through 
accurate historical cost data base. 
A work pdage should dm be lugc enough so that the scope of work could be competitive& bid 
and cantrsetad hr by itself F i i  3.3 shows a sample work package costing sheet. The work package 
level ofcontrol can be used within the organizations of an owner, engineer or contractor. 
WORK PACKAGE COSTING FORM 
I Tide: Date: I Code: Revision No.:- 
I COST DATA 
Budget Expenditures Cbrngcr Cost at Completion 
L 
Fig. 3.3 Work Package Costing Form 
3.13 Coat Br#lrdomr Sbueturt (CBS) 
The Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS) is one of the most powerfirl techniques available for 
controlling a project. It involves a level-by-level hierarchid w o n  of  the project's components 
into a set of budgeted items. There are Metcnt levels of a pmjcct cost breakdown which can k 
used. The first levd is the fkdity level where the construction project is broken down to several 
facilities saving diffcrcnt purposa. The second level is a Functional Element Breakdown which 
b d r s  down the project turt&r into components that relate aclusively to a part ofthe project that 
senas unique M n s  (e-g arcrvation, concrde, hiding ... etc-). Thc third level is the Work Item 
level. Wah the work item CBS, as the name suggests, the project is broken down into very detailed 
budgeted and cuntrollabk rtivitig (eg. fhmmdq mb&mmmt ncd, cast-in-place concrete,.. .etc). 
It is impomnt to mention that the CBS dollar value should add up to the total construction contract 
value. Ifthe contract includes Cash Allowances or Contingency Allowances, it is recommended that 
thy k included as an itan within the CBS of the project. Including these allowances within the CBS 
will anm better cost control of the expenditure of these allowances. These allowances arc usually 
included in the CBS at the Functional Element level- Contingency Allowance is a dollar amount 
allocated within the ovenll project budget to be used in dealing with my unforeseen condition. Cash 
- 
Allowances, on the other hand, are amounts allocated towards specific activities, but the Wl extent 
of the work is not fdly determined at the time of the tender Although this levd of control is mostly 
used within the contractor organization, it can also be used within the owner organization. Fig. 3.4 
shows a sample of CBS.[ Construction lndustry Institute, September 1987 ] 
3.1.4 Cost Coding 
The wst d i g  structure is the fhmcwotk upon which the cost control system is built. It provides 
a common language of identification and communication to be used by ail those involved in project 
cost control. It an be used to identify and refa to the various components at the dierent levels of 
control such as Budget Badhe, work packages or cost breakdown stnrctwc. A good and accurate 
cost d i n g  ryrtrm is o m  which simpW the task of dimring to the items to be coded. The coding 
system rhould provide a wide range of characteristics which can be used to d d h e  the subject to be 
coded. The coding systan ahodd a h  have the abiity to accommodate h r e  additions to the list of 
items without the need to alter the basic codirg structure. 
The cost coding structure should correspond with the cost breakdown structure. Fig. 3.5 shows an 
example of cost*coding structure The lowest element level of CBS is called the cost account. This 
is comprissd oftha kility, fudonal dements and work items. Each wst clccount is assigned a cost 
codc 'Ihc cost code may consist of ..four or five digits numeric code or a comboition of nurnaic 
codes and alphabetical charactcf~~ 
Fw 3.6 shows an example of the cost code for the concrete work item. In order to have a coding 
system that is eady remembered, most computerized cost control systems use a d i n g  system that 
is similar to the Master Format Index System or the Construction Standard Institute format. 
3.1.5 Unit Costing 
Unit costing is uswlly used as a cost control technique in construction fums- By using a unit cost 
form, it becomes posyie to compare unit costs from week to week to monitor and analyze any 
sudden changes. Also, comparing the weekly unit costs to preset standard unit costs helps to 
control the cost on ongoing basis. 
3-1.6 Dual-Entry as r Cost Control Technique 
As mentioned in the literature, the dd-entqr system is widely used in business bookkeeping 
worldwide. This systan can Jso be used maedUy  in cost control planning. h u l a t r y  means that 
one cost entry in cost control is recorded and the cost is allocated to two accounts in two separate 
columns albd "&bitw a d  "Ciddit", so tbat the sum ofcredits is equal to the sum of debits- Dual entry 
reduces the number of data entries and provides an automatic balancing of accounts through debit 
I credit entries. It is believed that the best application for this technique is in the contractor 
organization. 
In all amtmdm pojcdq there is capital flowing out h m  the investor's resources at various stages 
of the project in the expectation that, sooner or later more cash will flow back into these resources 
(government projects acluded). Movements ofcash, cithr into or out ofthe project account, are 
dened  to as cash flows. Income or receipts are known as positive cash flows. In the cost control 
planning stage, a cash flow projection plan should be developed for all co-g parties. 
When a contraet: is awadcd, the contnwtor may be asked to submit an estimate of progress payment 
rrquirrmsn ova the lili? of the project. The owner then dcmmks a realistic schedule of anticipated 
cash flows. This process assurts the contractor prompt payment and elirninatcs any potential 
disruption due to shortage of funds- The anticipated cash flow schedule enables the owner to 
daarnine his / her long tam investment options that yield hieher rates of return and coordiie the - 
maturity o f ~ c n t s  with the contractor's anticipated payment requests. 
3.2 MEASURING AND CONTROLLING COST PROGRESS 
Afta cost control planning is completed, the cost of my construction project should be controlled 
and meawed throughout the various phases of construction until the project is completed. The 
following is the r d t  of an examhation of several measuring and controlling techniques that are 
used in the construction industry. 
Evay oollsrmcbka project indudg so- adivitjes or tasks which take place ova a v a y  long period 
of time Quine COIUtNCtion, or are continuous ova the lifk ofthe project. These urb are budgeted 
on bulk goarion of dollars rather than on the basis of production. Examples of these types oftasks 
. . 
am contmct dmtmt&on, mduuhd and dacrrical rougbii and quality assurance. The best control 
technique to mcrnne these tasks is the cost ratio which is ulculatcd usin8 the follow* formula: 
[ American Sociw of Civil Engiacnr. 1987 ] 
The of this technique, however, is that it does not give early warning of potential cost 
ovemns. This technique can be used in both an owner and contractor organizations to mo~tor the 
performance of those tasks that take place ova  a long period of time. 
The carnal value concept is used to measure the progress ofa combhation of unlike work tasks or 
a complete project. The earned value is based on the amount of work completed which is measured 
by the percent complete method described earlier in Article 3.2.1. A project "earns" dollars as 
progress m the various accounts is mde. Earned value is also referred to as the Budgeted Cost 
for Work Performed (BCWP). For a single cost account, earned value can be expressed by the 
following equation: 
S i m i l e ,  the earned value concept can k used to summarb multiple accounts and calculate o v d  
progress. The equation is as follows: 
Ihr above ibm ofearned d u e  can be u d  to mcaatrc prdmnrncc using a Cost Pafornuace Index 
(CPI): 
If CPI is > 1.0 , it is h v o d l e  because the account is earning at a rate f h e r  than actual 
expenditures. The tanred v;l& technique is mostly used within the contractor organization. 
3.2.3 Cost Variance (CV) 
Cost vrr*ncs is a tdmique used to measure the cost o v a m  or underrun of the budget established 
for the work accomplished to date b a d  on the camtd value. CV is calculated as the ditrefcnct - 
anveCn cost of& p d b d  (BCWP) and the actual cost of work paformed (ACWP) 
at m y  point over the We of the project. 
Where the Actual Cost for Work Performed ( A m )  is the actual cost for completed work items, 
including the completed part of work items in progress at a given data date. 
If CV has a (0) value, the cause should be identidied and a corrective action should be taken. The 
causes could be technical problems rquiring allocation of extra resources or inrecuracies in the 
original csrimrte of work. Cuuer may also k due to lower productivity or unexpected increase in 
materid, labour or apipment costs. Cost variance is mostly used within a contractor organization, 
however, some owners use this technique. 
3.2.4 Conad Cb811ge Ordm and Budget Variances 
A change is any modification to the original contract documents and the contractual agreements 
between the contracting paities (eg. specification drawings, scope, working hours, access, -..,etc). 
Such modifications impact the contract cost Cost control includes monitoring cost perfonnanct to 
detect v a r i ~ n a ~  h m  plan, a m h g  that all appropriate changes u e  recorded accurately, preventing 
incorrect changes fbm being inchadd in the cost baseline and informing appropriate stakeholders of 
authorized changes[ PMI, 19% 1- 
A source of change is a change in the scope ofwork originated by the owner. The designer 
is another source for changes relating to design coordination errors, unfbt~eclt conditions and new 
regulatory raquinments- S i  personnel may participate in initiating changes such as those related to 
existing site conditions, relocation of d c e s  to avoid interfefcncc, . . .etc. 
A change mde while work is in progress may cause cost increases attributable to a combination of 
fhctors. 'Iht intatuption aspect ofthe change may cause lower productivitytY A potential delay might 
occur between tk time a hold is placed on the work to be changed and new instructions are received. 
Equipment, labour and material lucd to remove or modify existing work also contribute to the extra 
costs due to changes. 
Several icchniques are employed for costing changes. Price adjustment may be negotiated Wore 
stating work changes. If the contract, however, includes unit prices for additions or deletions, unit 
prices may be used to arrive a a price for these changes. Historial data may also be used as a 
guideline m pricing chmgu. F i i ,  the contractor may k asked to proceed with a change and price 
the work b a d  on time and material. 
In order fbr cost control to be efficient, all project participants should take steps to tkmdirvize 
themSchteS with ali the masons which may cause a change to arise and they should also be aware 
of the amapnas ofthtae changes. Changes should be raolvzd in a timely W o n  as they occur. 
Ddaying mmlutions to changes my cause lllncceauy dimption to the construction process. Once 
a charyle is rseogriEsd the adha% should isaw a Change Notice. This document is used to describe 
the scope of change and it recpim the 
impiications associated with the change. 
followed in the construction industry. 
contractor to respond whether or not there are any cost 
Fig. 3.7 shows a change control procedure that is being 
Change ordas should be doauna*cd oa specif~c forms. These forms should be designed to indicate 
the number of  changes issued to date, original contract value, revised contract value, reason for 
. 









Chrngt Order # 
Original Contract Amount S 
Change Order Appmv.d to Date S 
Amount this Change Order S 
Revised Contnct Amount S 
Description of Cbange 
1 m t e  
Architect 
Date 
Fig. 3.8 sampk change order Form 
Thae should be a direct relationship bebwan the amount of payments rmde to the contractor and 
the phpid progms rcmmplbbod in tbe Earrrmaioa site. Such payments should be made with care 
and in a controllable frhion a d  should not result in undue risks being assumed by the owner. The 
pymcnt am'bia should visit the cocghuctian site Wore processing the payment d c a t e  to vaify 
that the progress being claimed on the payment request matches the actual site condition. 
Before the start of construction, the contracting parties should agree to a type of measurable 
perCorrnance plan against which pdomvnct can be measured to support progress payments. The 
most common rpprorch used in the construction industry is the " schedule of values". The schedS 
ofvahrcs is a cost-loadd breakout of athated construction costs that corresponds to the project 
work breakdown structure. It should include, however, items such as cash allowances7 contingency 
- 
allowances and mobilization. The schedule of values is initiated by the constructor and then verified 
by the owner or his k qmmtath. Onx agreed upon, the schedule of values is used throughout 
the construction phase to calculate the value of physical paformance in the construction site. When 
submifting the schedule of dues for payments, it sltoufd indude other infomation such u percent 
complete to date, amounts previously d d  and amounts claimcd for the current payments. Table 
3.1 shows a sample of schedule of d u e s .  
The schedule of &es control appopch is normally equitable for both contracting parties. However7 
contractors sometimes tend to "hnt-load" the schedule of values in order to reduce their risk or 
improve their cash flow. Front-loading is assigning higher dollar values to earlier work tasks and 
than by lower ddlar vahres to later tasks. This strategy may introduce potential risk to the 
owner and should be avoided. 
The application for p.yma* is done in the form of a payment CCrtificate (iioice) which mmwiza 
the information in the schedule ofvaiues. Tabk 3.2 shows a sample of a payment certificate. 
10910 Painting ~ 1 5 0 0 ~ 0 8  o 0.00 o 0.00 o 0.- SISOO.OO - 
Subtotal S-00 o 6.00 o om o 0.00 sS000.00 
trl Contract s3m00.0 38 s~~ 7 s2s00.00 tl Slt900.0 ~ ~ 3 6 m . 0 0  
0 
T a b  3.1 Sample Schedule of Values 
Application For Payment 
ABC Ikvdopment 
300 Univerrity Ave. 
Wattdoo, Oatark 
L2N 3KS 
Project # 961 10 
Computer Lab. 
Date : Suly 31st % 
AppL # 2 
1- Original Coatmct Vdue S38,OOO.W 
2- AutLoriad Cbanga to Date S0.00 
3- Contract Vdue to Date S38,000.00 
4- TOM Pmgms Sl4,400.00 
S- Holdback S1,440.00 
6- Total P ~ ~ ~ I w s  m s  Holdback ( 4 - S ) S12,960.00 
7- Less Item 6 From Previous Application S2,2Jo.00 
8- Net Amount Payable thb Application ( 6 - 7 ) S 10,710.00 
Table 3.2 Sample Certificate of Payment 
3.3 COST PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
Monitoring the actual cost at every stage of the project does not alone enrnue that the performance 
will proceed according to the plan. It is also important to analyze the situation so that the qpropriate 
action can be taken ifllccded. The control techniqus which were discussed so fiu, can be considered 
as a reactive approach to control problems. This perfomuna analysis method, however, can be 
considered as a proactive control approach which enabler the constmction team to anticipate any 
fiture problems. The following is an investigation of the d y s i s  techniques which are used in the 
construction industry. 
3.3.1 Trend Andysb 
Trending h a comparison of actual versus planned degrees ofcompletion for a project ova  a given 
period of time used to determine whether the overall rate of project performance is increasing, 
dcCreprine or mmhhg  the same. If tie axst progmr trend is decreasing or remaining the same over 
a certain period oftime, an d o n  should be taken to d y z e  d improve the project progress or to 
indicate the problem urrr impeding the project progress. The cost trend anaiysis is performed at 
certain time intervals such as weekly or monthlyY 
One of the analysis techniques that is used to devdop the project cost trend is variance analysis. 
Variance analysis in simple words is comparing current performance with the planned pdiormance. 
Cost vlr*na and s c W e  vlrhnce are the two items mostly used to measure the cost palormance 
and develop cost trend analysis. 
Cost variance (CV) was introduced and defined earlier in this work. Schedule variance (SV) is the 
dBmmc bawcen the project budgeted cost of work paformed @CW) and the project budgeted 
con of work scheduled (BCWS) at any point in time or data date. 
Fig. 3.9 rho& the cost variance and the schedule variance plotted on the cost performance graph. 
Time 
Fig. 3.9 Cost and Schedule Variances 
Fi 3.10 shows the cost vPi.ncc trend for a project. It can be seen that the cost pdocmance in the 
k i t  month was not firvourable as the contractor lost $1000. The cost trend in the second and third 
months shows m improvement h m  the first month and the cumnt status was S 1500 fivourable. 
Using this trend analysis graph, it may be concluded that the projected variance for the fobwing 
month is + $3000. 
It should be mentioned that variance adysb is not meant- to be used alone. Variance analysis should 
be examined in coordination with wntniuting fktors such as poor initial estimates, technical 
difficulties, .... etc. Trend analysis can be used in an owner, architect or contractor organization. 
Howeva, in a contractor organization it is performed in a more deuilcd format. 
Cost forecasting is an attempt to predict the ftture cost patonnancc of the project by utilizing the 
past and cumnt pdomvnce oftb project costs. Although there are various forecasting techniques 
available, no two techniques produce the same results. It is recommended that more than one 
technique be used to provide a range of possibiities. Three d'icrent forecasting techniques are 
examined below. 
The first technique assumes that the cost fkom the data date fiowiud will perform at planned rates 
whether or not these rates have @omd well at this point. 
Where (FAC) is Forecast At Completion, (BAC) is Budget At Completion which is the Total Baseline 
Cost (BCWS) of a project or work package 
The second technique assumes that the rate of progress prevailing to date win continue to prevail. 
The third suggested technique is probably the most d i c u l t  one to paform. However, it is the most 
precise d r a a t e  technique. This technique requires a careful and objective reassessment of all the 
work that remains to be done to complete the project and the uncommitted costs relating to this 
work It also quires the collection of subjective inkmation in the regular course of other work and 
an examination oftrends and indicators. The forecaster simply uses all the information that may be 
available to make the projection. Forecast analysis can be used in any type of organization. 
3.4 REPORTING AND ACTING ON COST PERFORMANCE 
This stage can be considered a vexy important stage of the cost control process. Cost reports must 
be simple, ammte and timeIy. Thy should not contain useless information or irrelevant details. Cost 
repom should rssia the pmject team in recognizing the problem and enable them to determine how 
and whac a 0 0 ~  action should be takm The fbbwing is an explanation of various reports that 
are used in the construction industry. 
In this report the cust performance is measured for each work package separately and then summed 
for the ovaaU project pe&nnanannana VII*nxs arc calculated for the current period and also from the 
start ofthe project d up to the time ofthe report. The report also shows overruns, underruns and 
predicted msts at completion Talk 3.3 shows a Ymple coat pabmnace nport. This report enables 
the project team to determine the problem at the work package lewl. A corrective action for cost 
overruns may include changing the scope of wo* selecting ditrerent materials or adjusting the 
baselie budget. 
3.43 Projat Budget Status Report 
This table is used for senior mwganat staffin an owner orgsllizaton. It provides them with general 
- 
inhrmation rqadhg the budgeted costs for the different categories of the project. It also includes 
the contingcnq and the its arpadibacs . The revised budget for the project (forecast at completion) 
can then be calculated. Table 3.4 shows a sample ofthis report [ Ahuja, 1994 1. 
3.4.3 Cash Flow Reports 
Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 show the monthly cash flow report and a cumulative cash flow respectively 
in an owner organhaion The reports indude a comparison of the planned vs. actual cash flow. These 
reports help the owner predict the cash flow requirements. Since the mount of money paid to the 
contractor comsponds to the physical progress accomplished, these reports also help the owner in 
evaluating the o v d  contractoc's performzulce. 
3.4.4 Corrective Actions 
An construction team members should be trained and experienced to respond to cost deviations in 
the appmpriatc mrnna depading on the circumstances. A corrective d o n  that is usually taken by 
the owner to d d  with cost deviation is changing the scope of work. Change of scope may include 
accepthg an rkanrtirc rmtahl or equipment at an flordabk price- Scope change may also include 
ehnhthg a portion ofthe wwlr to reduce the o v d  cost ofthe project. A corrective action by the 
contractor may include dimha@ ovatime work by increasing the labour force that arc paid regular 
pay. Va comctive d o n  is  not f&ble, then the project budget should be altered to accommodate 
the new m p h n m t s .  
COST PERFORMANCE RBPORT 

(NEW CIVIL ENGINEERING BUILDING 1 
March 96 May 96 July 96 Sep. 96 Nov. 96 
PLANNED 
ACTUAL 
Fig. 3.11 Sample Monthly Cash Flow Report 

PLANNING AND SCHEDULING CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
The time h a o r  is of almost the same significance as cost to all parties involved in a construction 
project. The total cost of a project will increase if the project is to be completed in a very short 
period of time. This cost will also increase if the project is drawn out o v a  a very long period. 
Planning and scheduling are control functions that construction prof-onals use to c o d  and 
direct constnrction projects in orda to cornplcte those projects in a timely manner and consequently 
in a cost dective way- Planning and scheduling integrate the various tasks of the project within an 
interdependent time sequence. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the project planning and scheduling control 
process. 
It is clear h m  this figure that the scheduliig control process follows the same sequence which was 
explained H e r  in chapter two for the entire project control process. In this chapter, the different 
scheduk control techniques that are used to measure, analyze, report and diuect schedule 
pafonnance in construction projects will be discussed. 
Section 4.1 d i w s s e r  the first stage of the schedule control process which is planning for schedule 
control. Section 4.2 d i s c ~ s c s  the most common deduk control techniques that are used in the 
second stage of the schedule control process which is measuring. Section 4.3 investigates the 
proactbe approach to schedule control while section 4.4 studies reporting uul corrective actions to 
schedule deviations. 

4.1 PLANNING FOR SCHEDULE CONTROL 
The fust step in the planning and scheduling process is to establish the baselint plsn The project 
plan is an esedal  document for the project activities kuuse it covers the project Gtorn initiation 
through completion Thdo t t ,  project planning can k d&md as the establishment of the project 
activities and thdr logical reIationships and intendations to each other, and the sequences in 
which they are to be accomplished, A schadule can thcn be garaPed by adding start time, finish time, 
durations and constraints to each activity. 
Several techniques arc used in pluaing and scheduling construction projects. The following is a 
discussion of various techniques that are used to establish a baseline plan and schedule in order to 
measure, track and redirect the project progressess 
Similar to the use of work packages costing as a cost control technique, work packages are also used 
as a planning and scheduling control technique. The pmject is divided into groups or packages of 
tasks whose compldon is Rquirrd in orda for the total project to be completed. The work package 
is pediomwd by a single aeon unit (crew, shop, subcontractor, ... etc) and is the base for short 
intend pluaing and sdmhhg. The eftcctive use of work packages throughout the construction of 
a project eliminrtes information lags among different phases, duplication of data capture and 
redundancy or inconsistency of data. Work packages can be used by all construction parties; 
however, in construction firms, a more detailed level of control is usually required. 
Fig. 4.2 shows a Work Package Catalog Fonn. This form includes d the related information that 
help in the planning and scheduling control. Each work package catalog contains the following 
information: 
- Work Package Identifin: These are the work package title and work package code. 
WORK PACKAGE 
CATALOG 
Work Package Tie : 




Critical Equipment and 
SCHEDULE DATA 
Duration Preceding Activities Succeeding aetiviticr 
Fig. 4.2 Work Package Catdog Form 
- Rrrponribiiity: This names the peMn or the firm responsible for the work. 
- Scope: This includes dl elements of the work package and detailed description of the package's 
boundaries. 
- Enfirneering Ddivenbla: These list the drawings, specifications and procedures required by 
59 
the contractor to complete the work package. 
- CrWd P#mrmcllt Equipment md Materials: These include all materials and equipment to be 
ddivsed ud incorporated within the work package. They also indicate critical items which have 
a long delivery-lead time. 
- Scheduk Data: This includes duration, preceding event and arcfading event- 
4.1.2 Work Brzrrkdonn Structure (WBS) 
Similar to the use of cost breakdown st~~ctures  as a cost control technique, work breakdown 
structures (WBS) are also used as a schedule control technique in the construction industry. The 
dedopment of a (WBS) involves dividing up the project into controllable parts suitabk for schedule 
contml These parts arc converted into schedule activities where one or more activity comprise one 
element of the (WBS). It should aim be noted that ifthe project is broken down into o v d y  broad 
elements, it is difficult to de6ne the logical relationship that may exist between thesc elements. The 
work breakdown structure should be paformed in a manna that enables the construction team to 
determine and speci@ the relationships between work activities. WBS is a more detailed levei of 
control. It is mostly used in a construction organization. It is important, however, that it is used as 
a communication tool between PU parties in a construction project. 
4.1.3 Bar Charts 
A bar chaxt is akm d e d  Gantt Chart since it was developed by Heruy L. Gantt. It is one of the most 
widely used planning and scheduling techniques. A bar chart is a graphical presentation of projezt 
activities shown in a time-scaled bar line but with no links between the activities. 
A&& l k m d i w u  It is the length of time fiom the start to the finish of an activity in any time units 
chosen for the project- It may be in hours, days, w a h  or months. The estimation of an activity's 
duration depads on various fkctors such as type and quantity of work, the available resources, 
working hours a d  environmentaI fbom t h t  affect the work 
Mlcstonc= It is an event of major rignidance in achieving the project objectives. Examples of 
milestone a m t s  arc the start of the pmjaet, completion of the project, key dates for delivering mjor 
equipment. 
A fhmework is established to commurricare the schedule information to the team members. For each 
aaivity or work itaq a great deal of data is received, stored and processed. The development of an 
adequate code structure increases the efficiency of transferring and communicating these data. The 
code structure should be hierarchid in fonnat to permit expansion to various levels of detail and the 
summarization of data at any level. 
The parties involved in any construction project have diierent interests and expectations of the 
project schedule- The home office or the top management staff of my organization are interested in 
a summary I d  schaduk whaeu the site personnel are interested in a more detailed schedule. It is, 
therefore, important to have a schedule with different levels- These levels are explained below. 
Level 0 : This level includes the entire project as one task with 6.R and f i ~ s h  dates. 
Level 1 : This schedules the project into its major components. For exapple, in a high rise 
building, -cry floor is considered as one task 
L d  2 : Each floor is divided into cast and west wings. 
Level 3 : This divides each wing into @or components such as concrete, finishing, 
mechanical and electrical- 
Level 4: This fUrther divides each major component into sub-components. 
The first step in preparing a bar chart is to develop the schedule levels that comespond to the needs 
of all the participants in the project. A list of the activities shown on the schedule b v e  to be 
developed fk each I d  and a brief description assigned to each raiviry that appears on the bar chart. 
The duntioa of erh rctivity is then estimated taking into considemtion all factors which w d d  affect 
the duration Each .cDiviry is assignad an identification code for future tracking. An appropriate time 
scale is selected which can be in d.ys, weeks or months- The logic in which the wnstnrction activities 
are carried out is then developed. The various milestones within the project life should also be 
determined. Having all the above information, a bar chart schedule could be generated. 
There are usually duration adjustments and activity overlapping in order for the entire schedule to 
fit the required o v d  time li.me. Fis 4.3 shows a sample bar chart schedule. Each schedule 
normally includes other i n f o d o n  such as the name of the company, the project and the project 
manager. Although Fig. 4.3 can k considered as a level 4 schedule, it can be filtered to produce a 
level 2 khebk that includes three summary arly washrooms, ramps (A) and (B) and the elevator 
shaf€. This schedule also includes one milestone which is mobilization / start. 
PROJECT MANAGER : MOWED ATTAUA. P.ENG. 
1 1 Finishes 1cd 
Esc3vation 
Concrete i BacUx11 
1st Floor Shaft 
2nd Floor SIufi 










One ofthe -or is that, almost anyone can look at a bar chart schedule and decipher its 
meaning. On the 0th- hand, the bar chart rhcduk can k very difkult to prepare, particularly if 
there art numerous and complex relationships between the tasks that make up the schedule. 
A baseline schedule is normally developed prior to the start of any construction project to 
demonstrate the anticipated sequence, durations, and intadepcndencics for all the activities 
codtuthg the project. The most important part of this schadule is that it represents the construction 
team agreement md plan of work in order to meet the project finish date, and it dm serves pr the 
basis for project schedule control. 
The basdine schedule can k changed or modified during the course of construction due to 
unexpected conditions. It is used to assess the project program and identify problem lrar during 
construction. 
4.1.4 Logic Diagrams 
A logic diagram is so metimes tamed a network It is a graphic description o fa  project. There are two 
basic types of logic diagram. 
Activity on Arrow (AOA) is a diagram nude up of arrows and nodes. Words arc written on the 
arrows to represent tasks. The nodes arc circfes that represent events. The Critical Path Method 
(CPM) is b w d  on the AOA diagram. 
Activity on Node (AON) is also nude up of m w s  and nodes. The nodes are depicted with a circle 
or with a box and thy represent tasks. The precedence method (PM) is based on the AON logic 
diagrams. 
It is a graphical presentation of a planned sequence of activities using an arrow dingnunming 
technique. It shows the intardationship of the daxmts comprising a project to detamim the length 
of a project and to identify activities, events d constraints which are used on the critical path. It is 
also used to determine early start and finish, late start and finish and the floats. 
The critical path is the particular sequ- of activities in a CPM network that has the least total float 
and is the longest path in the network Thaefort, the critical path is a chain of critical activities. Any 
delay in the duntion of a critical .ctivity causes a correspondent delay in the completion of the 
project. 
One of the principal benefits to be derived fkom the preparation of a CPM logic diagram is that its 
preparation raquires detailed analysis of the project which enables the project team to develop a better 
undatrmding of the project as a result of this detailed snrlysis. Fii 4.4 shows a CPM using an arrow 
diagram (AOA). The critical path in Fig. 4.4 is presented by darker arrows. It links a chain of critical 
activities and each has FF==O. This diagram also includes four dummy activities that are referred to 
(Dl* 
The Redawe Uahod 0 is used in the construction industry. This is a method of wnstnrcting 
a project network diagram using nodes to represent the &tics and connecting them with arrows 
that show the dependencies [ PMI, 1996 1. A network is dmwn a f k r  all activities and their 
relationship are cldned. A prscedcnce diagram developed for a particular project h wed as a means 
Fig. 4.4 C.P.Musing Arrow Diagramming 
. . ofco- the wok sequences among the project participants and is also used as a means of 
monitoring schedule performance. 
Fig. 4.5 shows a sample (PM) d i i  This figure iadudes a logical presentation of the activities 
relationships using ptcccdent dir(lnmming. Each activity is presented by a box which indudes the 
activity's name, identification number, duration, start date and finish date. The critical activities are 
also identified by a darker presentation on this d i i  
The network methods dacribed previoudy do not provide a measure of uncertainty associated with 
the esthate of a particular milestone in a project. PERT is a statistical treatment of uncertain activity 
performzulcc time. It assumes a variability in activity durations based on a variabiity in production 
rates. PERT foauts on events (nodes) that must ocau prior to the s u d l  completion of a 
project. PERT rsquhg fbw estimrtes b r  rctivity duntion: the Ophistic T i e  0, the Most Liiely 
T i e  (Tm), the Pessimistic Time (Tp) and the Expected Mean T i  or Expected Duration (Te). 
O~timistic Timc fToL : It is the minimum estimated time required for an activity to be perfarmed 
repeatedly under similar conditions. 
Most Likeht ' l ~ m e  1Tmk : It is the estimated w o r m a n c t  time for an activity that would most 
frequently be most achieved or k most probable to happen under a number of repeated similar 
conditions regarding activity completion. 




P-misric T h e  ~ D I  : t is the maximum estimated time required for an activity to k completed 
when m ununully bad condition is experienced. 
Eraeacd D u d n  /Td : It is a statistically weighted estimate of the anticipated duration for an 
i activity. It an be obtained using the following formula: 
The activity Standard Deviation @) can be obtained as follows: 
- V = D  2 The activity Variance (V) 
As explained above* PERT pennits calculation of the probability of completing the project at 
specified times. Hawevery the computed values ofearly event times and of probabilities for attainment 
of events at specified times are based solely on the durations of tasks that are on the critical path. 
4.2 MEASURING AND MONITORING SCHEDULE PROGRESS 
The d i i i t  techniques of creating a baseline plan and schedule for the different &ties in any 
construction project were discussed in article 4.1. The construction team needs to measure and 
monitor paiodidy tbe progress of these activities. 'This can be considered the second stage in the 
schedule control process. The following is an explanation of the most common techniques used to 
measure work progress. 
4.2.1 Activity Units Completed 
This technique is usually wed with a quanti5ble activity such as concrete, steel, excavation, ... etc. 
This me- is prcsarted in percentage of completion based on units of work completed to date. Kt 
can be obtained by the following formula: 
The advantage of using this technique is that it is accurate and easily audited. When using this 
technique, the total forecast units have to be ujxhted whenever a change order is incorporated into 
the w o k  This technique can be applied in both an owner and contractor organizations. 
4.2.2 Incremental Miiestoaes 
This technique is similar to the activity units completed and it is also based on percentage of 
completion, However, it is not based on the activity level but rather on the major milestone level. It 
is used when the effort required to determine the completed units for each activity is not justifiable- 
It is also used when the activity includes sub-tasks that must be handled in sequence. This technique 
is usefbl to top management and senior staffbecause it enables them to monitor the pcrforrmnce of 
the project in a genaic format. It CM be used in all types of organizations. 
4.2.3 Start / Finish 
This technique is appliable to activities that do not have intermediate milestones or when the effort 
required to pdorm the activity is diE~cult o estimate- With the Start I Fish technique, start is 
assigned 50 % and finish is assigned 100 %. 
4.2.4 Maa-er Judgement 
This is a subjective technique and is usually used for relatively minor activities where mote discrete 
techniques can not be used. 
4.3 SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
A h  using the previously mentioned techniques to measure the progress ofdifkent activities, the 
. . project pwaprnts can use the marntrsd data to ana@e the schadule paformance and consequently 
take the appropriate corrective action ifa deviation is detected. The following discussion provides 
several techniques for analyzing schedule paformanc. 
S curves arc widely used in the construction industry by both owners and contractors. The 
information provided by the baseline schedule and plan are used to plot the time-phased progress 
plan againat its respective percent ofcompletion. U d y ,  two cuwes are plotted for each project, 
one uses the late start dates for egch activity and the second uses the early start dates for each 
activity. Using the .caul measured data enables the project team to plot a third curve representing 
the actual progress. 
Using the S curve shown in Fig. 4.6 enables the project team to successfully analyze the schedule 
pedormance- The ideal project progress is usually when actual perfoemance is maintained between 
the late a d  arty  CUM^ Uthe actual pxfbmmce occurs outside these boundaries, the performance 
should be studied and a corrective action taken. 
4.3.2 Time Varhnce 
Variance analysis is w i d e  used in the oonstruction khtry.  Variances can be obtained by comparing 
planned man h o w  versus actual man hours or planned percent co;nplete versus actual percent 
complete. P i  4.7 shows a schedule pafbnnance ardysis gnph based on time variances for planned 
percent complete vaau actual paant complete. In Fig. 4.7 the project achieved 30?% complete at 
a later date t b  the planned date, the time variance equals dt. 
4.3.3 Time Variance Trend and Forecast 
Time varian& can be used to develop a trend and a forecast analysis for the schedulc performance 
of my project. Figa 4.8 shows a sample time variance trend and forecast for a construction project. 
A positive time variance means the project is ahead of the planned schedule and a negative. time 
variance meMs the project is behind the planned schedule. 
Fig. 4.8 Time V i c e  Tnrdhg n d  Forecadng 
As shown in F i i  4.8, in the first month the project was 10 days ahead of schedule, whereas in the 
second month it wu only 3 days ahead of scheduk and in the data date it was five days behind 
schedule. This trend can be used to forecast an anticipated time variance of (-12) days at the next 
update. However, this forecast analysis may not be correct because there are usually other f m o n  
ac t ing  the project throughout its life cycle which have to be considered when forecasting the 
schedule @ormance. 
4.3.4 An*b Tree 
h i t i a s  mcntiond in the above article, each data has significance in its& The forecaster, however, 
should take a combinasion ofvarious data in order for the total situation to be closely analyzed. For 
example, ifthe Scfradule Performance Index (SPI) is less than 1.0, this is certainly a problem (SPI = 
BCWP I BCWS). However, the (SPI) alone does not point to the cause of the problem. When the 
Total Float (TF) is introduced into this analysis, a better evaluation of the cause of the problem can 
be obtained. Tabk 4.1 shows an analysis tree with the possible combinations using the (SPI) and 
SPI = 1.0 - 
SPI < 1.0 - 
SPI < 1.0 - 
SPI = 1.0 - 
SPI < 1.0 - 
-- -- 
Ahead of  rcheduk on critical path; more work being done 
thaa planned. 
- - -- 
Ahead at rhedkk on critical path ; some shortfall in work 
on non-critiul activities. 
- -- 
Ahead of  rcheduk on dtiul path ; significant shortfill in 
Critical path on rhedule ; more work being doat on wn- 
critical activities tban planned. 
Critical patb on schedult; total work volume is w phnned. 
- -. 
Critical path on rhedult; shortfall in work on non-critid 
Critical path activiticr behind schedule; t o w  work more 
than phoned indicating acem attention to non-cr i t id 
activities. 
Critical patb activities behind schedule; total work volume 
as planned meaning too much attention to non-critiul 
activities. 
Critiul path activities behind schedule; total work 1- 
than planned; need more o v m P  effort. 
Tabk 4.1 Analysis Tree ( TI? u d  SPI ) 
4.4 REPORTING AND DIRECTING SCEEDULE PERFORMANCE 
Three stages have been discussed so hr within the schedule control process ; the b u d i n  plan, 
measuring schedule progress and analyzing schedule perfomance. It was discussed earlier in this 
work that it is unlikely for the actual activity durations to be exactly as planned or for the actual 
construction supme to be exactly as depicted in the lo& diagram. There may also be additions or 
deletions to the reope of a construction project which .&ct the schedule. Therefore, it can k 
cmcluded that, thcn is an immediate nad for regular updating, reporting and directing the project 
schedule which is the f d  stage within the schedule control process. 
In addition to the d y s i s  graphs which were presented previously, the following are various 
reporting tods that can k used to communicate schedule information among the project team 
members. 
4.4.1 Percent Complete Report 
This report pments the pcrcartage of completion of each 4etivity at the data date. It can be presented 
in both tabular format or bar chart format. Table 4.2 shows a percentage of completion report in a 
tabular format and Fig. 4.9 shows a percentage of completion report in a bar chart format. 
4.4.2 Trrcking Report 
Scheduk progress tracking report is one of the most useful reports that is widely used within the 
construction indus&y. It cornpans the actual physical schedule progress to the baseline schedule. This 
assists the project team to identifjr the problem areas and take action as necessary. 
Fig. 4.10 shows 8 tracking report in a bar chart format. In this report, each bar is divided into two 
horizontal bars. The bottom one is repmcnting the baseline schdule while the top portion is further 
divided into two spaces. The dark portion represents the actual progress achimd whereas the rest 
represents the remainder of the task. A quick analysis of this schedule enables the project team to 
evaluate the progress of each individual task 
F i i  4.11 prrrentr an admilt scheduie in a lo& diagramming format- An u-built schedule includes 
the actual start and finish dates of a c h  activity. It is a very essential tod for schedule control. It 
provides the actual history of construction activities and can be used to forecast the schdule 
pafomance hbr similar activities. The -built schedule is also a very valuabk tool that can be used 
in cases of disputes. In Fig. 4.12, tasks in progress have a slash whereas the completed tasks have a 
fir11 cross. It can also be noted that a completed critical task is removed from the critical 
path. 
4.4.4 Activity Crashing and Activity Overlrpping (Corrective Actions) 
Activity crashing and activity overlapping art two techniques used as corrective actions in cases of 
schedule slippage. 
Activity crashing is completing an activity in less than its normal duration. To completely crash an 
activity is to complete that activity in the least possl'ble time by means of working extended hours and 
multiple shifts and by committing to it all the resources that can be used to reduce the task duration. 
It is recommended that the cost implications of crashing an activity be evaluated Wore proceeding 
with crashing this activity. 
Ovedapping activities means to introduce lead or lag time to two interrelated activities so that they 
share some time &me without a E i i g  the construction sequence and thus result in time gain. 
Table 4.2 SL Complete R e p o r t  in a Tabular 
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Quality W t i u  enhance the safety, productivity and environment of the people and economic 
activities thy save, and uc achbcd through a process of planning, design, construction, operation 
and rwhnawce thP must work effectively at dl stages. In construction, quality is obtained though 
conformance to adequate1y de~loped requirements, requirements clearly stated to set forth the 
characteristics which the constructed M t y  must have to serve its users well. 
An essential precondition for assuring constxuction quality is getting the requirements right and 
. . 
stating them clearly and accurately in the drawings and specifications to be followed by the 
construction tam The owner, ~I@ECZ and contractor, being the ttuee major parties involved in any 
construction project, bave di&rrnt roles and intcrcsts in controlling quality. Owners pay for a facility 
to be built within certain expec&d parameters of quality. Engineers and architects produce complete, 
clear and accurate drawings and specifications. They also set the quality parameters that meet the 
owner's expectation. Contractors supply material, labour and equipment in accordance with the 
quality parameters. 
In this chapter of the thesis, the third main .control firnction, quality control, is defined and the 
development d implementation of quality systern~ are studied. For the purpose of this work 
however, the emphasis is on the process of inspecting and testing workmanship and material for 
general compliance with the specifications and contract documents. 
The quality mntml pmcesi should Wow the control proccss outlined in Fig. 2.4. Fig. 5.1 shows the 
quality control process. 
In this thesis, all of the control functions are discussed within the execution stage of the project lifie 
cycle since most of the efforts spent on project control are being exercised during this phase. The 
qurlity ccmtml poag .is also dims& within the execution phase of the project life cycle. After the 
design is completed, both the owner a d  the architect develop their plans for the quality control 
process. Once the contract is awarded, the contractor develops his own quality process which 
responds to preset requirements by the contract documents. The project team then establishes the 
overall control pocars fir the anin project, This poay is disaused in more details in the following 
Pages- 

According to the dictionary, qu&y means "a degree of excellence and superiority in kind." The 
litaraaeprovidcd- ddhi tks  fbr tht t a m  quality. The American Society of Civil Engineers 
manual defined quality as "the totality o f f ~ e s ,  attributes and characteristics that bear on ability 
to satis@ a given need: bitncss fbr plrpose and meeting the requirements-" The Amcn*can Society for 
Quality Control termed quality "a systematic approach to the search for excellence." 
Also, in thc Marnac that were no g a e d y  accepted definitions of the terms quality assurance and 
quality control, and the two are used interchangeably by many practitioners within the construction 
industry. One ddhitbn of q m  .~rurwt is "a atmctured approach to business management and 
control, which enhances the ability to consistently provide products and services to specibcations, 
program and costw It was observed, however, through interactions with construction professionals 
that the term quality control is more fiequently used in the construction industry, and thus the tam 
quality conadwrsuadin~Study.~tamqlulitycontrdisuecdtodesaiberllthosepl~~~nd 
or systematic actions undertaken to provide adequate confidence that a product, process or service 
conforms to established requirements. These actions include inspections, tests and evaluation of 
S~MC~S.  
5.2 PLANNING A QUALITY SYSTEM 
The &-st step in the qurliry control process is to plan the quality control system. Setting up a quality 
system is lihly to be one of the most important m p s  in a construction project life. The implications 
for project pdocmance arc very d. Quality planning involves identiqing which quality standards 
are relevant to the project and determining how to satisfil them [ PMK, 19% 1. 
A quality systan can be considered the doan#ded expression ofthe pmject quality policy. It should 
be notad that, each organization (owner, architect or contractor ) usually has its own preestablished 
q d t y  system. This system, however, should be modified to meet the specific requirements for the 
individual project. 
5.2.1 Qurlity Standudr and Specifications 
The fint step in the pluming of a quality system is the preparation of clear and tight specifications 
for the project. The architect and the subeonsultants arc responsible for putting together and 
finalizing these specScations. The intaviewees indicated that, at this stage, the architect, owner and 
sub-collSultantS form teams of spcirlias to review the specific requirements for various sub-systems 
such as mechanical, electrical and architectural. Those teams usually meet with authorities having 
jurisdictions to discuss and clrrifL unique conditions 
The architect and the subco- should incorporate the speci6c ~ e r n e n t s  ofthe owner teams 
and authorities having jurisdictions into the project specifications. The successM preparation of the 
spedcations highly c o n t n i  to the overall success of the project. It eliminates any firture disputes 
with l d  or conflict with the owner expectations which in turn may result in extra costs 
or time delay. 
The consultant also builds the spocifiations according to the standards and applicable codes. In 
Canada, the Stmbrds Council ofCanada is the e o o ~ g  body of the National Standards System, 
a fderation of independent organizations working towards the improvement of s tandardion in 
the national hnerest. The National Standard of Canada is a series of standards which have been 
approved by the Standards Councii ofCanada. Also, the Canadian Standards Auociation (CSA) is 
engaged in approvals of products and services. The CSA standards are used widely by industry and 
commerce and often adopted by municipal, provincial and f d e d  governments in their regulations. 
5-2.2 Ruponsibilitkr and Quality contrd Orgaoization Structure 
It is necessary that the project team determines its policy and develops its objectives and goals. 
Poticy can be defined as the d i r d o n  in which the team wishes the proj* to move. Objectives and 
goals iue the vDioar that have to be taken in order for the project to move into the required direction. 
A quality syrtem can h c t i o n  effectively only if it is p m  of the o v d  control system created to 
achieve the required objectiws in accordance with the defined policy. 
Quality system standards require responsibilities to be clearly defined by management. People with 
a delegated responsibility for quality must have the authority to stop d reject poor work and take 
action to prevent reperition, Training is also an essential requirement for Mengaged in inspection. 
In the construction industry, quality ot&anizations are set up to meet the requirements of a specific 
contract. These organizational structures need to be dehcd  on organizational charts backed up by 
a text defining respollsl'b'ilitits of key people. In a construction project, the owner, engineer and 
contractor arc a c h  given a role in controlling quality. It is also required that v d c a t i o n  activities in 
all construction stages be curid out by companies independent of the construction or consultant 
h. The independent role of the verifier is a mandatory requirement. This implies that verification 
of one's own work is unacceptable although there are grey arcas. 
Fig. 5.2 shows a typical quality control organization structure for a construction project. This figure 
shows the dHkrent players who are involved in controlling quality in a typical construction project. 
Due to the complexity and diversity of the relationships between those involved in quality control, 
it was not possiible to present the quality control structure in a hierarchid fonnat. This investigation 
reveds that those key players interact with each other during the construction operations to 
communicate certain information and . d v e  feedback 
S.3 MEASURING QUALITY PERFORMANCE 
The second m e  of the quality control process is to measure quality performance, document and 
report compliance with or devbth  fkom the quality requirements. These quality measurements take 
place through a series of inspection and testing by qualiied profdonals. 
. Fig. 5.2 Quality Control Structurr in Coastruction 
PIPjCCb 
Impeaion is an hnpoNnt mcrar of controlling conformance to requirements and is m essential part 
of any qurlity cand The value of iwpection, howcva, has b i t s  and over-inspection wastes 
the ownds resources, increases the construction costs and rada advcrsarial relationships among 
the construction team. The resources available for inspection must be deployed effectively and are 
most poduaive when all the project parties accept the value and relevance of inspection or testing. 
To assure this &CCtive deployment and acceptance, the owners together with their consultants 
should develop integrated inspection plans for their construction projects. These plans should be 
reviewed with the constructor prior to commaacing construction. These plans should also have input 
@om the independent inspection organizations and &om authorities having jurisdiction. The plan 
should include criteria for acceptance and rejection of work. 
Althou* the contractor is not generally involved in formulation of the plan, it  is important that the 
contractor u m h t a d s  the contents of the plan and recognizes that the engineering, construction and 
inspection and testing organktions concur with it. Thc integrated plan helps to assure the uniformity 
of inspections fiPm one inspector to another and reduces the frequency of office consultations to 
review standards for acceptance of work. 
Engineering tools and procedures that utilize modem electronics, computers and other new 
technologies am being used as impaxion and testing tods in the oorrsbuction indu-. By using these 
tools, the task of inspection can be accomplished quicker as less labour is used, and more reliable 
information b u t  the quality of construction in place bccome available. Computers and 
communication technology enhna both the contractors' and owners' abiiities to review inspection 
data and monitor construction pafonnance. A computer based building -&tomation system, for 
example, uuabIcs the owner to have &u control of the hcility 6om a central location and dw inspect, 
commission and vaify the pafonnrnce of dl the equipment in the building fiom the same central 
location. 
A quality systan cm not h c h n  etf2ctivdy unless it is communicated effdvely among the project 
team members. This efficftive communication is carried out through an & i v e  documentation 
systan. -on can be defined as "any recorded information d e s a i i g ,  de6ning, specifLing, 
reporting or c e d j h g  activities, requirements, procedures or results." 
The purpose o f a  quality manual is to provide m adequate description of the quality control system 
while serving as a permanent rcfience in the implementation and maintenance of that system. A 
typial quality manual includes idonnation such as the company's philosophy and organization. It also 
includes the project quality assurance. 
It is one of the most essential management tasks to ensure that those responsible for executing the 
work arc aware of the scope oftheir w o k  A quality system standard requires that this be achieved 
by the establishment, maintenance and implemmaion of documented procedures and instructions. 
Instnrctions can k defined as "the written and / or spoken diiection given in training." Procedure can 
be defined as "a document that specifies or describes how an activity is to be performed." 
The instmctions and p r d u m  discussed in the previous article were related to procedural and 
orsMiptiona1 matters. Thae is another type of instructional document required to provide help and 
support to those responsiie t i r  emmthg the work Vay often, site personnel foce a situation where 
the requirements am not clear. The engineer or the c o n d  party usually issues site iwtructions 
as a clarification to the extent and quality ofwork q u i d .  Site instructions do not usually change 
the prescribed quality or extent ofwork and neither do they have an impact on cost. 
All of the quality contro1 system donrmarts are subject to change- Ifthese changes are not controlled, 
the systan will break down. It is hprtant fbr ~y construction organization to have a documented 
procedure which identifies the persons responsible for the original preparation and approval of 
documents and which ensures that subsequent changes are reviewed and approved. 
Document control should also keep track ofall site visit reports issued by the owner, consultant, 
independent inspection firmq authorities having jurisdictions and the contractor's d t h r o u g h  a 
proper filing system. 
This step can be consided tbc most significant step within the masuing stage of the quality control 
process* In this step, the result of quality masures is documented, reported and communicated to the 
project team members. It also becomes apparent in this step whether or not the delivered material, 
equipment or workmanship meet the quality requirement. 
5.4 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
The last stage ofthe quality control process is to take a corrective action when deviations in quality 
performance occur. To prevent the rc~ccurtcnce ofhults, prompt and effcctve actions should be 
taken to id- a d  comct the causes. Dcfiiive work can have many sources such as incorrect or 
lack of work instructions including documents, h l t y  materials, tools or mahods and human error. 
Respoll~l~lities should k cleuty defined so that in a case of defiective work, action can be taken at 
once through the proper channels. The cause of the defbct must be found and corrected, othenuise 
the same pmblanr may be rqeataL Documentary evidence of all corrective actions and the reasons 
for them should be retained. 
Corrective actions may include modifications to the design, specifications or working methods. 
Co- reriaa may also include dorcing compliance with the specifications which may require 
Rpeir or rework. Repair can be defined as the proccsr of rcsto~g a non-confom*lg characteristic 
to an accqtable mnditi'on even though thc itan may still not canfbnn to the original requirement. 
Rework can be defined as the process by which an item is made to conform to the origin8l 
requirement by completion or correctiori. 
The quality concepts discussed earlier in this chapter were found suitable for both new construction 
and reconscnction projacts- It was rbo fand that every organidon develops its own quality system 
and employs it in both types of construction- This study, however, revealed that other control 
fimctions may be useCul in owtrolling reconstruction projects. A detailed analysis of these findings 
will follow in chapter six. 
RECONSTRUCTION VS. NEW CONSTRUCTION 
ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON 
This chapter analyzes and presents the resub ofthis research. Thirteen s u d l  intaviews were 
conducted with construction profmionals fiwa thirteen different organitations. This sample of 
thirteen organidom is a good represcrrtation of the three main parties involved in any construction 
pmjea; the o m ,  architect and contractorr Tbose represmtatives provided the research with fictual 
information and bwledpble opinions about the control a d  pafonnance of forty diierent projects. 
Due to the confidentiality of the data, each project was given an identification number fiom one to 
forty, and the organizations were also given an identification number &om one to thirteen. The data 
gathered were grouped and analyzed using the Empirical Mathematical approach. When the 
mathematid approach was not available due to the nature ofthe data, textual d-ptive andysis 
was used. 
6.1 PROJECTS INFORNIATION 
Certain criteria were established to select projects for this study. Since one of the objectives of this 
research was to paform a comparison between reconstruction and new construction projects, data 
were obtrind br a mmkr of projects in both environments. ms i n f o d o n  was used to establish 
trends for the pdbnnance of these projects. Also, in t~~~nstnrction projects, a criteria was 
established that all projects should be implanaaed within or in the vicinity of an existing &Ily 
occupied and fully operational fkdity throughout the construction period. 
Measures Wac taken to reduce the impact of the wide diversity in the construction industry and 
eliminate the e t f i  of c x t d  that may have a negative impact on the comparison of the 
collected data To this &kt, most projects were sdecad in the same geographical area that being 
Southan Ontach, a d  all had the same building type that be@ institutional with the exception of one 
p j & t  which was commercial. FurthCnM)re, all project formats were strictly lump sum except one 
project which was turnkey. the impact of a d e d  such as weather conditions or 
different wdes or jwisdictions was greatly reduced. This selection criteria resulted in the seIection 
of about forty projects out of  forty five which were originally recommended by the sumy 
participants. 
The survey included twenty five reconstruction projects and GAeen new construction projezts. 
Appendix 3.1 indudes the p r o w  of the surveyed projects. 
6.2 PERFORMANCE FACTORS 
The optimum objective of any constnrction manager is to finish the project on time, within budget 
and to the expected quality standard. This statement simply indicates the three main ftnctions that 
determine the success or Mure of any construction project. 
An sort was made to develop a q d a b l e  measure that enables the construction team to measure 
the degree of success or fdure of my construction project, and Jso establish a bench mark to 
compare the paformance of di&mn projects. 
This section discusses cost and schedule performance. It also discusses the overall performance of 
construction projects. Quality pafomwce will be discussed later in this chapter. 
6.2.1 Cost PerCormance Factor (CPF) 
The variabk Cost Pdnnance Factor (CPF) was devdoped to be used as a means of measuring cost 
pafbcmancc of constnrction projects and to establish a bench mark to compare the cost pcrfonnance 
of different projects. 
This c a t  pdionnatlce &or utilizes the cost ovemm as the basis for measuring wa pafo~nance. 
This approach was daiwd from the g d  practice in the construction industry and was also 
0 0 n h d  by tho different coclrtruction profhionals tha were i n t m h d .  The construction industry 
considers cost ovmun an indicator of poor cost performance of a construction project. 
The Cost Pdormance Factor can be obtained using the following fonnda: 
Whae dC is the total value of change orders issued during the project We. Appendix 4.1 includes 
the calcuIations of the CPF fbr the ameyed reconstruction projects. These cost performance Won 
were multiplied by 100 as an adjustment -or to produce numben that are easy to handle and to 
present. Appadb 4.1, aJso includes the ulculated mean values and swdud deviations (SD) of the 
cost performance fktors for reconstruction projects. 
Appcndu 4.2 includes the CPF calculations. for the surveyed new construction projects. Appendix 
4.2 also includes calculations of the mean value and standard deviation (SD) of the CPF for new 
construction pmjcr~. Table 6.1 summarks the# findings and presents the calculated values for 
both construction environments 
I RECONSTRUCTION I NEW CONSTRUCTION 1 
Table 6.1 
It is obvious ffom Tabk 6.1 that new construction projects have better cost performance history at 
a mean value of 4.55 and SD of 4.3 than reconstruction projects in occupied buildings which tend 









Schedule pafonnance hcurr is another variable created to measure the schedule peflomunce of 
construction projects and establish a bench mark for comparison purposes. 
SD 
4.3 
SPF utilins schedule slippage as the basis for measuring the schedule performance of a construction 
project. Them is an agreement among construction professonals that schedule overrun is a good 
indicator of schedule performance and consequently of the o v d  projest success. 
SPF can be obtained by the following formula: 
as 
SPF = X I00 FormnIa f2J 
~ln*'~llOI &-*on ofthe p w j a  
Wher a S is the total time delay during the project life. Appendii 4.1 includes the calculations of 
96 
SPFs fbr thc selected rrconstnrction projects. These numbers were also multiplied by 100 to obtain 
maxygeaMc ud mardnsfUl numbers. Appendix 4- 1, also, shows the cdculations of the mean value 
and standard deviation ofthe SPFs for reconstntction projects. 
. 
Appendix 4.2 includes the calculations of SPFs for new construction projects. There calculations 
were used to arrive at a mean value and standard deviation of SPFs for new construction projects. 
Tabk 6.2 Jummarizes the findine of this research in regards to schedule performance. These 
fhdhgs provc &at reconstnrction projects b e  a higher tendency for schedule slippage at SPF mean 
value of 22.28 a d  arc more volatile at a standard deviation of 26.15 . New construction projects, 
on the other hand, are more stable at SPF mean value of 12.55 and standard deviation of l4.lS. 
Table 6.2 
6.2.3 Project Performance Factor (PPF) 
RECONSTRUCTION 
Project Pafonnrnce Factor was established in an attempt to define a quantitiable measure for the 
o d  project p a 6 m m a  a d  also to create a bench mark for future cornpaxison studies. Initially, 
the intention was to include a quality pcrforinance -or in PPF. It was discovered, however, that 
the c o m b i o n  of CPFs, SPFs and the obtained quality paformme -01s would result in non- 
manageable numbers. Therefotc, a combination of CPF and SPF only was utilized to obtain an 












in this chapter. 
PPF can obtained by using the following formula: 
CPF + SPF 
- PPF = FtumUIb[Jj 
2 ' 
Information gathaed in the avvy assisted in assigning weighting faors  to the various control 
firnctions. The participants were asked to assign weighting hctors to the cost, schedule and quadity 
firnctions. The obtained data were grouped and tabulated. 
Appendu 4.3 tabulates the opinions tht were expressed in the interviews. Table 6.3 summuias 




As seen in Table 6.3, schedule and cost obtained relatively close weighting hctors. The above 
formula was, therefore, used in this research to obtain PPF. 
It is recommended that this approach be followed in fbture research. However, it is advisable to 





Appendix 4.1 and 4.2 include the calculations of PPFs for both new construction and reconstnrction 





reconstruction Md new construction projects respectively. 
Table 6.4 concludes the findings of this research that pertain to pdormance fhctors and their 
standard deviations. 
Table 6.4 shows that PPF gives the same indications of the projects performance as CPF and SPF. 
This research reveals that the cost pdommnce of reconstruction projects is 20.h of the cost 
pafbrmana ofnw construction projects. Additionally, the schedule pafonnance of reconstruction 
is about So./. of the schedule performance of new construction. These measures indicate that 
improving the wst pafonnrna of reconstruction will yield better results and will also con t r i i e  to 
the improvement of the overall project pdormance. 
I RECONSTRUCTION I NEW CONSTRUCTION I 
CPF SD SPF SD PPF SD CPF SD SPF . SD PPF SD 
I 
Table 6.4 
6.3 COST AND SCHEDULE OVERRUN ANALYSIS 
In the previous section perfonname -on were obtained and a comparison study conducted 
between reconstruction and new construction projects. Schedule ovemns were utilized as a means 
of rneaswhg thc pjad pafbnnance. In this section an attempt was made to determine and identify 
the reasons that mostly contriite to schedule and cost ovemans in bqth construction environments. 
A pdirninvy investigation identihi nine reasons which may c o n t n l e  to cost or schedule overruns. 
This d o n  is an attempt to determine the significance of each reason. 
6.3.1 Cort Ovemnn 
The answers provided 
values were obtained- 
in d o n  2.4 of the qutstionnairt were grouped and tabulated and mean 
While the questionnaire was structured to obtain fhctual information in a 
numeric forma& details of the specific elements that can wnn'bute to cost overruns were obtained 
in the interviews. 
Appendix 5.1 shows the c o n ~ n i  Erton to coa overruns in reconstruction projects in occupied 
build'igs. It appears that the notorious contriitor to wst ovemms is unforeseen misting site 
conditions at a mean value of 523%. 
Responses fmm the participants indicated that removal of concealed hazardous materials such u 
asbestos is a dement of d r e s e e n  adsting site conditions. Concealed services such as piping 
or duct work and itracarrate d d t  drawings are also major elements of unforeseen site conditions. 
Appendix 5.1 also shows that scope changes and design coordination contribute to cost overruns. It 
was reported that during mconstnrction in ocarpid kilities, the end users very often discover during 
the construction process that the proposed design does not support the intended use of the facility 
which triggers a massive amount of change orders. 
Appendix 5.2 shows the contributing firctors to cost overruns in new construction projects. Unlike 
reconstruction projects, unForaecn site conditions are not the highest contributors to cost overruns. 
The appendix. illustrates that the scope of work changed by the owner was the highest contributor. 
6.3.2 Schedule Overrun 
One of the objectives of this research was to investigate the reasons for the delays of construction 
projects, cspccidy in reconstruction of occupied buildings. The participants were asked to assign 
a to each fbctor that m n t r i i  to the overall d a y  of the project. There percentages were 
grouped and mean values were obtained to assess the conmbution of each item to the schedule 
ovttrC111- 
Appendu 5.3 demonstrates the findings. Unforeseen &sting site conditions was reported as the 
biggest c o n t r i i g  fkctor to schedule overruns in reconstruction projects. This was followed by 
scope and design change. 
Appendix 5.4, on the other hand, shows that the critical frtor which causes schedule delays in new 
construction is the change of scope by the owner followed by weather conditions. The impact of 
existing site conditions in new construction projects is not of- concan at only 15.5. 
Tabk 6.5 smmuhs the ~ & i  of this research and tabulates the reasons for cost md schedule 
overruns in both construction environments. 
This study revealed that the cost and schedule pedormance of reconstruction projects are sensitive 
to the same h r s  to some degree. Thdore,  it is recommended that controi techniques should be 
developed to eliminate or reduce the eftea of these -on in order to achieve significant 
improvements in reconstruction projects. 
COIVrRlBlDTMG I RECONSTRUCCION I NEWCONSTRUCTION 
-- 
FACFOBS [ COST I SCHEDULE I COST I SCHEDULE 
Poor pedormaoce by u m t e  I 5.6% I I 
Table 6.5 
6.4 CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
The fbllowing pages are an attempt to investigate the use of conventional control techniques in both 
construction environmehts and compare the perfonnance of new construction to reconstnrction 
projects unda the mihation of comrCIItional control techniques. The obtained data was also analyzed 
to identi@ those techniques which are associated with relatively s u d l  projects. 
6.4.1 Cost Control Techniqua 
This d o n  investigates the use of conventiod cost control techniques in both new construction and 
feconstnrction projects. This section also explores other cost control techniques that may be used in 
reconstruction projects to enhance their pafonnance 
A comprehcllsive literature review led to the identification of eleven d o i t  control techniques. 
Those techniques can be considered the  most commonly used cost control techniques. The 
participants were asked to identify which of the eleven techniques were used to control the cost of 
theu projects. Furthermore, t h y  were given the opportu~ty to share their experience with the 
researcher and provide other techniques. 
The questionnaire indicated that seven cost control techniques were most frrquently used, and those 
are presented in Appendis 6.1 together with the number of occurrences for each interviewed 
organization. The result is s u w  in Tabk 6.6. 
Table 6.6 shows that Budget Budine and Cost Breakdown Structure are the most frequently used 
levels of planning for a cost control system. Also, in the execution and measuring steps of the cost 
control proaac, the Mowing tahiqws were reported as the most 6rr(luently used techniques: Unit 
costing, Cost variance, Cash Bow analysis and Schedule of values. Surprisingly, no forecasting 




In an attanpt to identify the cost control techniques that contributed to the improvanent of the cost 
performance of the project, the most fkquenly used cost controt techniques were classified into 
gmups C1 and C2. Appendu 6-2 illustrates the suweyed projects and their respective cost control 
techniques together with their cost pedionnance fhaors. 
This work d e d  thu projects urod.tcd with group C1 experienced better cost pafonrwce than 
projects associated with group C2. 
Group C 1 : [ Budget baseline, Cost breakdown structure, Schedule o f  values, Cost variances] 
Group C2:[ Work packages, Unit costing, Cost ratio] 
Groups C1 and C2 above indicated that planning the cost control system at the budget baseline and 
CBS level render better r d t r  than projects that utilize work packages as the only 1-1 of cost 
codplanning iby also indicate that better cost perfomuna is (ISSOCiated with the u-on of 
schedule of values and cost variances as cost control techniques to measure the performance of the 
cost and identi& ary deviation tiom the original cost. On the other hand, the use of  unit costing and 
cost ratios alone to measure and monitor cost pa fonwre  did not nnda high cost pdormanct. 
Table 6.7 mmmks this information, 





It should also be noted that the CPF fbr mconstnrction projects BSSOCiated with group C1 has a mean 
vaiue of 6.7 , whereas it is 2.9 for new construction projects. This indicates that new wnstnrction 
projects outpdonn reconstruction projects when the same conventional control techniques are 
utilized. 
One non traditional cost control technique was indicated in the survey . It suggested that cash 
allowances may be utilized as a cost control technique to assist in reducing the cost overruns in 
reconstruction projects. Any undetermined scope of work at the time of tendering may be included 
in the contract through cash allowance. When the rope becomes more defined during the 
construction proass, the owner is then able to solicit prices fkom vendors or subcontractors to cany 
out this portion of work unda the supenision ofthe general contractor. This method can be applied 
to demolition work, rerouting o f e x i i  savices or removal of hrnrdous mataid. 
CPF 
6.7 
This proass eliminates or reduces the painfbl and costly change orders. It is recommended that 
firrther research be conducted in this area to discover other cost-control techniques. These new 
techniques carld be ut%d m -on projects in occupied buildings in place of conventional 
control methods to d u c e  cost ovcrmrw. 
CPF 
2.9 
This d o n  sbdics the schadule control techniques that are used in both construction environments. 
The literature review has determined deven diffacnt schedule control techniques. The participants 
were .dad to identi& which schedule control techniques were used to control thcir projects. The 
results of the survey determined that six diffcrcnt schedule control techniques were mostly used to 
control the surveyed projects. The details of the d t r  were included in Appendix 6.3 and 
summarizad in Table 6.8. 
I*" I 
(Perrat complete I 
Table 6.8 
Table 6.8 indicates that WBS is the most frequently used level of schedule control in the suneyed 
projects. Also, Bar Charts and C.P.M. arc the most fiequcntly usd techniques for schedule control 
planning In the mtaSuring and monitoring steps ofthe schedule control process, Percent Complete, 
Incremental Milestone and Time Variances were most ftequently used. 
The scheduk control techniques which were (USOCidted with a higher schedule performance were 
grouped u S1. On the the hand, hud the control technipurn which were associated with lower 
schedule performance ratc were grouped as S2. Table 6.9 summarizes these d t s  a d  the details 
are included in Appendix 6.4. 
Group S1: chart at the ddled rtiVity level, Percent Canpktc, C.P.M., Incremental Milestone] 
group S2: par chart at the work packages level, Work Breakdown Structure] 
Group S1 Mkated that using both Bar charts at the dcrriled a&@ level and C - P U  as the schedule 
control planning techniques yield better schedule pdocmance. Also, the utilization of Incremental 
Milestone a d  Pacent Complete as measuring and monitoring schedule control techniques result in 
achieving higher schedule pdoematlce. 
Group S2 indicates that the project team used planning techniques, but thy did not utilize my 
measuring or monitoring techniques. Thenfore, it was not possible to identify m y  schedule 
deviations. 
a 
SCHEDULE RECONSTRUCTION NEW CONSTRUCTION 
L 
Table 6.9 
One s u d  non traditional s&eduk control technique was reported as an attempt to improve the 
schedule performance in reconstruction projects in occupied buildings. This technique is the 
integration ofthe operation schedule ofthe acining f.cility with the construction schedule. In large 
projects in occupied fkdities, the owner is usually responsible for the procurement of some special 
equipment and their docation fkom one place to another. The combWon ofthis process with the 
construction scbedule inhncer the schedule patormance signScantly because it keeps all the 
parties inlonned of all the dikrent aspects of the project. 
It is rewmmeded that fbthcr march be &ed out to identi@ more techniques that can contribute 
to firther enhancement of schedule pdocmance in reconstruction projects in occupied build'igs. 
6.5 QUALITY PERFORMANCE 
For the purpose ofthis research quality control was defined as the process of inspecting and testing 
workmanship and maeds for compliance with contract specifications and the applicable codes. The 
intent ofthe study was to gather infbnnation pertahhg to the quality paformance of the project and 
use this infbnnation to conduct comparisons in a quantifiable fkshion. 
As a result of some discussions with a number of construction professionals, three questions were 
included in part four of the questionnaire to examine quality control planning in the tested 
organizations. The intent of two of the questions was to examine whether a clear definition of 
management rrspollsl'b'ies town& quslity as well as a quality control organizational structure were 
included in the project quality manual. The third question examined the involvement of independent 
inspection fimu in the qlulity control plan. 
All the surveyed organimtions had established a quality control system. This system is usually 
modified to suit the rpecific needs of the individual project. The swey revealed that each 
organization utilized the sarne quality control system for both new construction and reconstruction 
projects. 
Responses to the questionnaire indicated the foUowing: 
1. AU recunstruction and new construction projects h.d the quality control organizational structure 
clearly defined. 
2. Responsiiilities of individuals towards quality were dso clegtly defined. 
3. AU the organizations interviewed do not have a quality controller position. It is the responsibility 
of the site superintendent or the project manager to oversee and coordinate the quality control 
process. 
4. Independent inspaion firms were abo used to the sune degree in both construction environments. 
A p n d h h d y  investigation was conduad within the construction industry in an attempt to develop 
questions that provide a qurnci&ble measure to quality pedbrrrmna. The outcome of this preliminary 
study was the development of four quantifiable measures to quality performance of construction 
projects. Those four measures are the estimated cost for rework or repair, number of rework or 
repair requests, number of ordm to comply by authorities having jurisdiction and number of usen 
complaints. The interviewed organizations did not have sufficient data at the time of the survey in 
terms of rework, repair and orders to comply by authorities having jurisdiction. The available data, 
however, indicated that both new construction and reconstruction projects received almost similar 
dinaions tiom engineers d inspecton with authorities having jurisdiction. 
Appendu 7.1 tabulates the obtained data for reconstruction projects and Appendu 7.2 tabulates 
data for new construction projects. Table 6.10 summarhcs this data 
QUALITY CRITERIA RECONSTRUCITON NEW 
CONSTRUCI1ON 
I Cost of rework ( Percent.ge of Total c- I 
I No. of rework requcrb I 7.4 I 1.3 
Table 6.10 
Table 6.10 indicates that reconstruction projects received more users complaints at a mean value of 
(7.8 ) complaint pa project compared to new construction projects which received complaints at a 
mean value of ( 1 ) per project. 
Table 6.10 also indicates that reconstruction projects experience higher cost for rework required at 
a mean value of ( 1.6 %) of the original cost of the project compared to (0.27%) within new 
construction projects. 
The above intonnation also indicate that reconstruction projects received more rework requests at 
a mean value of ( 7.4 ) request per project while new constmction had a mean value of (1.3 ). 
The above analysis helps to provide useful indicators which can reflect a true trend to the current 
quality pedormance of reconstruction projects as compared to new construction projects. 
6.6 OTHER CONTROL FUNCTIONS FOR RECONSTRUCIlQN PROJECTS 
Another objective of this research was to explore other control finctions than cost, schedule and 
quality which can be managed in order to optimize the outcome of reconstruction projects in 
occupied buildmgs. The result o f a  brainstorming acacise with the inte~ewees was some fruidul 
information and knowledgab1e opinions regarding other control f indons  that may contribute to the 
success or hilure of reconstruction projects in occupied buildings- This is not meant to imply that 
thcsc MOIU arc not of si@cance to new construction but nth= that ~ ~ ~ ~ n s t n r c t i o n  projects are 
more sensitive to thue fhcton. 
6.6.1 Cornmumution Control 
Several interviewas cited communication control as the key to the success of reconstruction 
projects. The amhhct, owner ad contractor are d y  the three main players in new construction 
pmjectsacts There are other players in reconstruction projects, however, who become heavily involved 
and affected by the construction processOCeSS Thesc w the f i l i t y  usaq hdity operators and in most 
cases the public. 
The involvement of these parties d y  in the process eliminates unnecessary hardship which could 
be caused by poor communication. Problems may be related to inadequate scheduling and 
coordination between the construction operation and the o p e d o n  of the M t y  or the interruption 
of existing Services to the building (water, power, ... etc). A rccommendd technique is to conduct 
regular mdngs with the usas and operation nrft in order to keep them infored and receive their 
feedback. 
6.6.2 Scope Control 
The scope definition and control of any project can determine whether or not the project is 
successfbl. In order to detctmine this, the end user's requirements and objectives must be known, 
. 
quantified and documented. The relationship of the end product to those requirements can then be 
determined and can provide a measure of the project's success. Early documentation and 
communication of the scope to all parties increase the chnces for success. The usen, normally, in 
the vicinity of the construction work, obraw the progress of construction. If their expectations are 
not built into the project, then a very lm@y list of change ordas can k expected. Providing 
adequate as-built drawings for the existing fiacility also assists in developing a more precise scope 
definition. 
6.6.3 Site Coatrd  
Proper and adequate site control is crucial to dl construction projects. However, the unique 
t charaaensacs of t~~~nstmction of occupied build+ give site control more signiscancee Working 
within an occupisd a d  buny opsmd hciliy makes ~d~~nsbuction pr jects rtrugek for space. Space 
congestion introduces a variety ofchallmges. Available storage space and hoisting of matorial and 
equipment are examples. Abo, access to the fircility and sequencing of equipment am other 
constraints, Providing enough parking spaces or alternate parking for users is one of the major 
problems that f b a  reconstruction projects. 
Site control in reconstruction environments should start in the preliminary planning stages of the - 
projects. AU of the above fiaors should be taken into consideration when laying out the extent of 
construction. 
6.6.4 Safety Control 
The const~ction industry is committed to safe practices either in a new construction or 
reconstruction errviro~nent. Evay construction organization is responsible for establishing its safety 
management. programs for construction projects in response to the Hdth and Safety Act and its 
regulationsIIS Working in a in the vicinity of an occupied building imposes additional constraints for 
slfe practices. Thest 0 0 ~  anne &om two M i  souras. The first source is &sting bugding 
components as it is likely that these components contain hazardous materials such as asbestos, PCB 
and lead . The second source is the occupants because their existence in the building imposes 
limitations on activities that produce odours, smoke or noise. These concerns should be included in 
the contract daxuncnts to d possible &aac disputes that may result in cost or schedule overruns. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Reconstruction projects are becoming increasingly amre important as metropolitan cities fkcc 
economic a d  space constraints to ncw a v t s  projects. Social and demographical h a o n  atso 
contribute to the increasing need for the upgrading and expanding of existing M t i e s .  
Reconstzuction projects in occupied buildings are dierent fiom new construction projects in many 
ways. Reconstnaction projects involve work in or in the vicinity of an existing fircility which imposes 
limitations on the owner, engineer, contractor, operator and user. These limitations include 
insufficient information abut the existing M t y ,  physical space limitations and operational 
limitations which mrh reconstruction projects unique because of the degree of M o m  available to 
all parties. 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the w of conventional control methods in 
reconstruction projects in occupied buildings and conduct a comparison study k t w a n  the project 
performance of reconstruction projects and the project @ormance of new construction projects 
under the utilization of conventional methods 
In order to achieve this objective, the most commonly used project conad techniques were 
researched and reviewed. The three main *proaches utilized in this study were a comprehensive 
Literature review, i n f b d  dkusions with construction professionals and observations based on the 
experha of the writer. The intent was to provide the reader with an insight and appreciation of the 
difEerenf project control techniques used to control the three main control functions which are cost, 
schedule ud quality- The memal factors which .&kt these control finctions and which are part 
of the entire ca*rd system were also explored. E x t d  fkctors included project life cycle, project 
format and the project parties. 
A questionnaire was developed usins the rrse~ched principals of control techniques in order to 
obtain h a 1  data to pcrfonn comparisons between the project performance in both construction 
environments. 
Thirteen organkations participated in this research and provided valuable data pertaining to forty 
projects. It is believed that this sample of orgrnintions and -eyed projects adequately 
represented the constnrction market. It is also believed that the appropriate data collection mechanism 
was used and that the data collected &om the various organizations can be trusted- This statistical 
survey can , thtrcfore, be d e s c n i  as exhaustive. 
The use o f c o d o n a l  control techniques in both construction environments was investigated. The 
tested organizations used almost the same conventional control techniques to control the surveyed 
new construction and reconstruction projects. 
Three diffaent pcrfocmanu ficton were described in-order to obtain a quantifiable measure and 
establish bench marks for comparison. These thne -om are Cost Patonnance Factor (CPF), 
Schedule Performance Factor (SPF), and Project Performance Factor (PPF). 
Using the above haon, the comparison study revdad that new construction projects tend to 
perform at a much better rate than reconstmction projects. Reconstruction projects have a higher 
tendency for schedule overrun and cost overrun. 
This work also pdonncd an d y s i s  ofthe contributing Mom to schedule and cost overruns in 
reconst~ction projects. This analysis indiated that unforseen adding site conditions is the biggest 
contributing -or to both wst and schedule ovauw followed by the change in scope of work or 
the design by the owner or en*- 
Two metraditional techniques wac reported in the interviews as a means of reducing cost ovenun 
and schcdult overmn. Cash allowancts was reportedly utilized to control expenditures for the 
unddned portions ofthe scope ofwok at the tender time. Also, reported war the integration ofthe 
existing t.cility operation schedule into the new construction schedule in order to avoid my conflict 
during the operation, which may consequently cause major delays. 
For the purpose of this study, quality control was defined as the process of inspecting and testing 
worlrmrnriip and rmtaisb fbr compliance with the contract spacifications and the applicable codes. 
The tested orgtubtions a d  the ameyed projects seemed to have the same quality performance for 
both new construction and reconstruction. However, this investigation indicated that reconstruction 
projects in occupied buildings tend to have more user complaints during the construction process 
which pertain to noise, dust, smoke and other safety related con-. 
The suney pmvidd the participants with the opportunity to d e s c r i i  in a fiee format other control 
firnctions that may carnibUte to the success o f r r c o ~ o n  pjects and dso identify problems that 
are unique to reconstrudion projects. The reported problems included lack of information about the 
existing Mity, space limitations for construction operations, maintaining health and safety of the 
occupants, and the involvanent of more players such as building usas. Therefore, other control 
firnctions may include site control, communication control, d e t y  control and scope control. 
This research also gathered information related to assigning weighting W o n  to the three main 
control tbnctions, cost, schedule and quality which may assist future researchers in this respect. 
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The literatwe search provided a l a r p  body of information on the subject of new cowvuction 
projects. However, very little useable information regarding reconstruction projects in occupied 
buildings was found. This work could be considered a step in the direction of developing and 
documenting quantitative data and a body of knowledge on reconstruction projects in occupied 
buildings. 
It is recommendad that rurtha mauch be conducted to develop more &ntraditiod cost and 
schedule control techniques in order to enhance the cost and schedule performance of reconstruction 
projects. The developed pafi,nnence haors in this research can be! used as bench marks to rncuurr 
any improvement in performance. 
This research identified four control bctions that are critical to the success of reconstruction 
projects. These bctions are d&ty control, scope contro& site control and communication control. 
It is also recommended that ftture research develop a set of techniques in order to optimize the 
performance of these fimctions. The approach used in this study in assigning weighting Wors  to 
cost, schedule a d  c p h y  control hurtions can also k hllowed to assign weighting f ~ o n  to scope, 
site, communication and safety functions. 
It is elso strongly recommended that b e  research develop an objective model of the processes of 
designing, planning and wntroUing rcconstnrction projects in occupied buildings. 
Since the owner is the most conarned party with scope definition, communication, safety and site 
control in addition to cost, schcduk and quality, it is recommended that the proposed model be 
developed within the owner organidon. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1 
Part 1: Orgaaintion and Project haformatiom 
1-1 Typeof yanorsaniption 
Q0wner 0 Engineer/ Architect 0 Contractor 
1.2 Location ofthe project 
a Southern Ontario 0 Northern Ontario 
0 Western Ontario 0 Eastern Ontario 
1.3 Your position in your organkmtion 
ckwmr 0 Projcct~cr 0 Contract Administrator 
a other, please!qxsi@ 
1.4 Type of building 
0 Institutional 0 Commercial 0 Industrial 
1 .S Type of project 
a Interior~~~)vation 0 Upgrading Functional Pdormance 
0 ~etrofit P Expansion 0 PW nplrcanem 
0 New Construction ( Grassroots ) 
a O t b a , p l ~ ~  
1.6 Roject fonnat 
0 lumpsum P Cost Plus 0 T u m K y  
0 Other, please 
1.7 Subcontract format 
0 lumpsum 0 Cost Plus 0 TumKey 
P Other, please specify 
P u t  2 Cor* Contrd 
2.1OrigiarlcontndvrhK s 
2.2 Used the following techniques as cost control p l a ~ i n g  tools: 
2.2.1 Budget basdine m yes 0 NO 
2.2.2 work plckagu costing P yes ON0 . 
2.2.3 Cost breakdown structure 0 yes &o 
2.2.4 Unit costing 0 yes m o  
. Otha,pleucspeciqr 
2.3 Used the following techniques as tools for measuring, controlling and analyzing cost progress: 
2.3.1 Cost ratio . 5 yes 0 NO 
2.3 -2 Earned value 0 yes 0 NO 
2.3.3 cog vvian~e o yes a NO 
2.3.4 Cuh flow analysb 5 yes 0 NO 
2.3.4 Schedule of values for progress payment p d g  aYes 0 NO 
2.3.5 T~ analysis o yes a NO 
2.3.6 Forecast analysis 0 yes 0 NO 
other, Please spscify 
2.4 Project final con 
2.4.1 Conar t  value at completion S 
2.4.2 No. of chonge orden issued 
2.4.3 C b g e  d e n  included the following percentage of the foUowing items 
+ Unfotsccll existing site conditions %- 
+ Scope of work changed by owna %- 
+ Design change %- 
+ Schedule problem %- 
+ Procurement Problem %- 
+ Design coordination problem %- 
' other, pleuc rpscay Yo - 
Part 3 Scbedule Control 
3.1 Original duntion ofthe project ( to the date of substantial completion ) Month 
3.2 The following techniques were used for schedule planning: 
3.2.1 Work packages 0 ~a 0 NO 
3.2.2 Work breakdown structure 5 yes 0 NO 
3.2.3 B.i chart ~heduling at the d d e d  activity level 0 ye!?! 0 NO 
3.2.4 Bar cbvt at the work package level 0 yes 0 NO 
3.2.5 Critical Path Mcthod ( C.PM ) 0 yes 0 NO 
3.2.6PreccdenceMcrbod (PAL ) 0 yes 0 NO 
3.2.7 Prognm Evaluation ad Review Technique ( PERT ) 0 Ya 0 NO 
Otha, PI- rpecitjr 
3.3 Used the fbllowing techniques as tools for measuring, controlling and analyzing schedule 
pmgrejs: 
3 -3.1 Percent complete 0 yes P NO 
3 -3.2 Incremental milestone 0 yes 0 NO 
3 -3 -3 Progms curves uulysis ( S curves ) 0 yes 0 NO 
3.3.4 Tim variance analysis 0 yes 0 NO 
Other, Please specify 
3.4 Project scheduk outcome 
3.4.1 k d  duration ( to the date of substantid completion ) Month 
3.4.2 Please indicue the pmxntage that the following Zicton contributed to the slippage of 
the schedule: 
Unforsecn existing site conditions % 
Swpe change % 
Design change YO 
Prowancnt problems % 
Wp coordination problem YO 
Othef, p l e w  spec@ 
3.4.3 Duration between substantial completion and W completion weeks 
Part 4 Quality Colrtrol 
( For the purpose of this question, -QC is meant to be inrpocting and testing worbnurrhip and 
materials for compliance with the contract spdications a d  the applicable codes ) 
4.1 Rtspom'bilities of managemeat towuds quality control ckuty defhed 0 Yes m o  
4.2 Quality control organizational s t r u m  clearly defined a~es LkNo 
4.3 Involvement of independent inspection firms ayes m o  
4.4 Please indicate the estimated cost for rework or repair S 
4.5 Please indicate the number of documented rework or repair requests - 
4.6 Please indicate number of orders to comply by authorities having jurisdiction. 
4.7 Please indicate number of users complaints 
Other, Flare spffif;l 
Part S Contrd functions weighhg fmtor 
Piease indicate weighting percc~~tage for each control function as outlined in the example below 
Cost % Schedule % Qualify%- = Yo100 
Example 
cost % -a- schedule o/. -30- ~wlity%-30_ =WOO 
Part 6 Other control functioos 
Note ( The intbrmation r e q u i d  in tbis d o n  is very important for this research, 
your cooperation h highly appreciated ) 
This my is based on three control bct iory  cost, schedule, quality- P k u e  indicate below what 
other coatrol &netions rhould be cauidatd a* -on projects control together with reasons 









The Construction Engineering Group at the University of Watdoo is conducting a research in the 
area of corwuction projects control. We are interested in both the conotruction of new hdlities ( 
Grassroots projects ) and rrconStNction of existing occupied fbilities. We would appreciate your 
paiticipation in this rraarch by permitting MohuMd Attab ( Graduate Student ) to meet with your 
project managanent stafF to discuss the attached suryey. 
We would like to irrfiorm you that, according to the reseuch policies of the University of Waterioo 
, all the Momation provided in this survey will k kept strictly confidential. The outcome of this 
research will be made available to you upon your request. 
If you have my questions please contact us at the above address. Thank you in advance for your 
coopentiom 
sincerely 
Professor Robert McKim, Ph. D., P. Eng. 




Pedormmce Factom, Rcco~~trwtion Projects 
APPENDIX 4.1 
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
- Cost Pertormmce Factor ( CPF) 
CPF is calculated based on Formula [I] 
CPF = 19.9 SD = 18.37 
- Schedule PcrCbnnrnce Factor ( SPF ) 
SPF is caiculated based on Formula [2] 
SPF = 22.28 SD = 26.15 
- Project Performance Fartor ( PPF ) 
PPF is calculated based on   on nu la [3] 
PPF = 22-91 SD = 17.00 
Project # 19 was not included in these calculations, since its data war out of pattern. 
APPENDIX 4.2 
Ptrionaanee Factom New C~nstr\letiom 
APPENDIX 4.2 
NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
- Cost Ptdornunce Factor ( CPF) 
CPF is calculated based on FofznuIa [I] 
CPF = 4.55 SD = 4.3 
- Schedule Pedormrnct Factor ( SPF ) 
SPF is dcdated based on Formula [2] 
SPF = 12-55 S D  = 14.15 
- Project Perl;ormance Factor ( PPF ) 
PPF is calculated based on F o d a  13 J 




O U G ~ T I O N  IDENTIFICATION TOW Mean 
value V* 
APPENDIX 5.1 
CONTRIBUTING FACM)RS TO COST OVERRUN 
APPENDIX U 
CONTRIBUTING FA=- TO CO6I' OVERRUN 
NEW CONStRUCITON PRQI 

APPENDIX 5.4 
CONTRIBUTING FACTOR8 TO SCHEDULE OVERRUN 
ru&mam-h- 
Scapc d-'w- 
w e -  -- 




RECONSTRUCTION PRWECTS NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
GROUP 
Roj- 9 to 14 and 37 to 40 were not incorporated into this analysis k a u s e  data pertaining to the 









NEW CONsrRUmON PROJECT 
GROUP 
Projects 9 to 14 d 37 to 40 were not incorporated into this analysis because data pauining to the 
utilized control techniques wen not provided. 
APPENDIX 7.1 
PROJECT COST OF BEWOBK I NO. OF REWORK I NO. OF USERS 
ID. REQUESTS COMPLAINIS 
1 3% 40 20 
I 1 
MEAN I 1.6% I 7.4 7.8 
APPENDIX 7.2 
Qudity Perfomance, New Constructiaa Pmjcctr 
COST OF B E W O G ~ ~  NO- OF W O R K  I NO. OF USERS 
ID. REQUESTS COMPLAINTS 
L 
27 0.4% 1 1 
-- - 
MEAN I 0.27% 1.3 I 1 
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